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Lao Deputy Prime Minister

Confirms Plans for Forum

Conference in Vientiane

HE Somsevat Lengsavad, Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of

Foreign Affairs of Laos sent a letter to the Fund for Reconciliation

and Development (FRD) on March 12 extending “warm greetings

for the Lao New Year to INGOs who have worked in our country

for development and mutual understanding.”

He confirmed that the 10th conference of the Forum on Cambodia,

Laos and Vietnam will be held in Vientiane June 19-21, 2001,

observing, “this event marks the first occasion that our country

has had to hold an international meeting focused on the work of

INGOs and development in the region.”  (see page 22)

Addressing US NGOs in particular, the Minister noted, “that the

histories of our two countries have been intertwined, sometimes

tragically, for over a half century.  For a decade during the US

Secret Air War against Laos, our people suffered from the

destruction and loss of lives from 3 million tons of bombs….We

recognize and appreciate the post-war humanitarian assistance of

INGOs for UXO work and for the rural development efforts in

the disadvantaged and war-damaged areas of our country.”

President Bush Asked to

Implement  Law to Allow Food

and Medicine Sales to Cuba

A broad coalition of more than 100 leaders of US agriculture,

ports, Cuban American groups, religious agencies, and medicine,

along with former high level government leaders called upon

President Bush on March 28th to respect the intent of an

overwhelming majority of the US Congress to open up food and

medicine sales to Cuba.

“Last year’s Sanctions Reform and Export Enhancement law

mandated that regulations interpreting the legislation be issued

by February 26 of this year, and we are still waiting,” Audrae

Erickson of the American Farm Bureau Federation said.

Stephen Northrup, Executive Director of the Medical Device

Manufacturers Association, noted, “We are deeply disturbed by

reports that the regulations are likely to maintain existing US

restrictions requiring end-use verification on the export of needed

life-saving medical products to Cuba. Such an interpretation is

clearly at odds with Congressional intent, and we strongly

recommend that sales of medicine be permitted under the

liberalized framework provided by the law.”

Gary LaGrange, President of the Gulf Ports of the Americas

Association, representing 29 US ports, commented, “We are

confident that President Bush will remember how important sales

to Cuba are to Gulf Coast farmers and ports and that his regulations

when issued will reflect the overwhelming bipartisan consensus

in Congress that food and medicine should not be used as

weapons.”

The President of the Mississippi Black Farmers and Agriculturists

Association, Lloyd Moore, added,  “Black farmers and small farm

communities across the South have borne the brunt of the embargo

since it shut-down our natural market of Cuba 40 years ago. We

hope that the Bush Administration will allow Americans who

need it most to access a piece of the $1 billion annual Cuban

food market.

Continued on page 25

Continued on page 7
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Cambodian Dancers Return to US

Dance, the Spirit of Cambodia, a project of the Royal University

of Fine Arts, Phnom Penh will present classical and folk dance

and music from Cambodia during its 12-city US tour August 11-

September 29, 2001. This coast-to-coast tour by the 41-member

troupe marks the first time in more than a decade that the living

traditions of Cambodian music and dance have formally toured

in the US.  (Their previous visit was sponsored by the Fund for

Reconciliation and Development).

Highlights include week-long performance engagements at

Jacob’s Pillow Dance Festival (Becket, MA) and New York City’s

Joyce Theater. Following engagements in the west, the tour

concludes at the Kennedy Center in Washington, DC.

This project, initiated and produced by the New England

Foundation for the Arts (NEFA) in partnership with the Asia

Society and Lisa Booth Management, Inc., is a public celebration

of more than a decade of documentation, preservation and cultural

exchange fostered between the Royal University of Fine Arts,

US presenters and Cambodian-American communities in order

to rebuild Cambodia’s cultural infrastructure.

Repertory for the scheduled 28 public performances on tour will

include dance and music from Cambodia’s folk and classical

traditions and an extended excerpt from the Reamker dance-drama.

The project is made possible with funding from the National Dance

Project, the Doris Duke Charitable Foundation, the National

Endowment for the Arts, Rockefeller Foundation, the Asian

Cultural Council, and the Fund for Folk Culture.

For additional information, visit the project’s web site (after April

14) at www.asiasource.org/cambodia.

The schedule of performances is:

Middletown, CT, Aug 11

Beckett, MA, Aug 15-19

New York, NY, Aug 21-26

Portland, ME, Aug 29

Lowell, MA, Aug 31-Sep 1

Berkeley, CA, Sep 8 & 9

Long Beach, CA, Sep 12 & 13

Tucson, AZ, Sep 15

Austin, TX, Sep 18

Lawrence, KS, Sep 22

Hanover, MA, Sep 25

Washington, DC, Sep 28 & 29

CAMBODIA
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controls the nation’s military forces, police and courts receive a

sympathetic hearing from conservatives in Washington.

While Rainsy is notoriously prone to exaggeration, it is true that

Hun Sen’s party is deeply entrenched, and has been for twenty

years. The CPP appears to be determined to maintain this

commanding position. In this environment, opponents of the

tribunal say, nothing which contradicts the will of the ruling party

can happen in court. This, too, may well be true.

Opponents of the tribunal argue that holding trials under these

conditions would constitute “second-class” justice, and that a

better solution would be to wait for true democracy to come to

Cambodia. Nation-wide commune elections are scheduled for next

year, followed by national elections in 2003. Cambodia’s small

but vocal opposition party fervently believes a grassroots

revolution is brewing, and that a massive ground swell of popular

support is on the verge of sweeping the Cambodian People’s Party

from power.

This is where the arguments of those who oppose the genocide

tribunal break down, and their underlying political motivations

are revealed. Bringing the perpetrators of the Cambodian genocide

to justice would be extremely popular with the Cambodian

electorate, and thus it is very much in the interest of the ruling

party to deliver this result prior to the coming elections. The  party

of Sam Rainsy does not want to see such a feather in the cap of

the ruling party, as it would enhance their legitimate prospects at

the upcoming polls.

More to the point, however, no objective observer believes that a

collapse of the ruling party’s power is imminent. Whether by

legitimate means or not, the party that controls all branches of

government is not about to concede defeat and relinquish the reins

of power. The UN-controlled election of 1993 stands in mute

testimony to this reality; despite the presence of the largest

peacekeeping operation ever deployed, the People’s Party lost

the vote but still retained effective power. The elections in 2002

and 2003 are not likely to be any different, except that the CPP

could in fact win outright at the polls.

Unfortunately, the reality is that the prospects for true multi-party

liberal democracy in Cambodia lie in the future. It will take at

least a generation, if not indeed quite a bit more, for the strength

of the labor movement and the prosperity of the nascent middle

class to grow sufficiently to challenge the entrenched control

commanded by the post-communist ruling party.  Starry-eyed

idealists who believe this will happen next year are victims of

Opinion: Justice Now for the

Khmer Rouge
by Craig Etcheson

What does justice really mean in the context of the Cambodian

genocide? Should the perpetrators be executed two million times?

Or sentenced to two million years in prison? Such musings

illuminate the hard fact that there can be no “perfect” justice for

the crime of genocide. The question then becomes, “What sort of

justice is good enough?” It might be enough just for the truth to

finally be told.

Faced with the horror of their genocide, many Cambodians cannot

accept the fact that Khmer killed Khmer on such a massive scale.

Incredible though it may seem, some Cambodian university

professors today still teach their students that it was really the

Vietnamese or Chinese or Americans who were responsible for

the atrocities during the Pol Pot regime, and that Pol Pot and his

minions were simply puppets being manipulated by evil foreigners.

For Cambodians to accept the reality of what happened to them

during the Khmer Rouge regime and begin healing their wounds,

they need to hear the truth from the perpetrators themselves. And

several of Pol Pot’s chief henchmen now appear prepared to come

forward in court and speak the truth, hoping for mercy in exchange

for their confessions. But this cannot happen without the

cooperation of the international community, and a continued

leadership role by the United States.

Recently some voices have spoken up in opposition to continued

support of the Khmer Rouge tribunal by the United States and

the international community, chief among them, Cambodian

opposition party leader Sam Rainsy. He opposes the mixed

national-international tribunal proposed by the United Nations

and the Cambodian government on the grounds that Prime

Minister Hun Sen may exert an unacceptable degree of political

influence over the deliberations of the court. This is a serious

criticism, and it needs to be seriously considered.

Sam Rainsy argues that the genocide justice process as currently

conceived is fatally flawed because Hun Sen and the Cambodian

People’s Party control all aspects of public life in the country. He

charges that Cambodia is essentially a one-party state in which

the CPP dominates policy from top to bottom: in the executive,

legislative and judicial branches of the government and in 100%

of the country’s communes. His claim that the CPP completely
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hope over experience, and are bound for disappointment, just as

were those among the international forces sent to Cambodia a

decade ago who believed that an 18-month UN intervention could

transform Cambodia into a little Switzerland overnight.  It did

not happen then, and it will not happen now. After more than a

millennium of absolute monarchy and authoritarian governments,

the inhospitable soil of Cambodia will not easily yield to the roots

of democracy.

Meanwhile, what of Cambodia’s genocidists? The surviving senior

leadership of the Khmer Rouge - Nuon Chea, Ieng Sary , Khieu

Samphan, Ta Mok, Ke Pauk, Khieu Thirith and the others - are

old and in several cases in failing health. They will not live long

enough to see full-flowered democracy finally come to Cambodia.

Twenty years after their diabolical regime was driven from power

in Phnom Penh, we are confronted with the last chance for a

modicum of justice to be meted out to these evil people.

Those who hope for some kind of perfect justice for the

Cambodian genocide are making the best the enemy of the good.

If we do not seize this opportunity to achieve justice, flawed

though it may turn out to be in the end, then Cambodians will

forever lose the chance to hear the truth about the Cambodian

genocide from those who know the most about it - the leaders

who carried out the most vicious experiment in social engineering

of the entire bloody twentieth century.

No one should delude themselves into believing that the proposed

mixed genocide tribunal will be the end of the story, or the final

word on genocide justice in Cambodia. Under the best of

circumstances, only a handful of the top leaders stand at risk of

prosecution by the tribunal. But the message that would be sent

by such a proceeding will be unprecedented in Cambodian history.

That message will be that the rulers of Cambodia do not enjoy

permanent impunity, no matter how heinous their records. Such a

message will constitute an object lesson to current and future

leaders of the country. And such a message will also have a

revolutionary effect on the people of Cambodia. They will learn

that justice is possible in this world, not just in the next world.

Such a challenge to the impunity which has always been enjoyed

by Cambodian leaders would do much to lay the groundwork for

genuine democracy in Cambodia, and would be a fitting sequel

to the feckless nature of the UN intervention of a decade ago.

This result would not be second-class justice - it could be true

justice for the Cambodian people. If the international community

and the United States remain steadfast in the commitment to

genocide justice in Cambodia that they have shown for the last

four years, this goal can be realized. Cambodia, and the world,

would be better off for it.

Craig Etcheson is an independent Cambodia scholar and the

most persistent advocate in the US for trial of the leaders

responsible for the Khmer Rouge genocide.  He is the author of

the forthcoming book Crimes of the Khmer Rouge: The Search

for Peace and Justice in Cambodia and can be reached by e-mail

at etcheson@ix.netcom.com.

CAMBODIA

Status of the Khmer Rouge

Tribunal Negotiations
by Craig Etcheson

In January 2001, the Royal Government of Cambodia presented

parliament with the draft law on the Khmer Rouge tribunal,

formally known as the “Law on the Establishment of Extraordinary

Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia for the Prosecution of

Crimes Committed during the Period of Democratic Kampuchea.”

The United Nations had submitted a list of proposed revisions to

the draft law to Minister Sok An, and UN representatives

expressed frustration that none of these suggestions were

considered in the course of parliamentary debate. Cambodian and

US government officials have argued that all of the proposed

revisions can be handled in the context of the pending

Memorandum of Understanding between the UN and the Royal

Government.

After an interesting debate, both the National Assembly and the

Senate unanimously passed the law. The law then went to the

Supreme Council of the Magistracy for constitutional approval.

The Supreme Council found that references to the 1956 penal

code in the law presented a problem, because the 1956 code

included the death penalty among possible punishments, while

the 1993 constitution forbids capital punishment. Legal scholars

have questioned this finding because the 1993 constitution

specifies that new law takes precedence over old law, but

nonetheless, the draft was returned to the Council of Ministers

for revision in view of the constitutional objections posed by the

Supreme Council.

Government sources indicate that the revised draft should be

submitted by the Council of Ministers to the National Assembly’s

Legislative Commission by early April, so that the committee

can review it prior to the anticipated reconvening of the full

National Assembly in mid-April. Parliament will then have an

opportunity to reconsider the draft law, and most observers expect

prompt affirmative votes by both houses. Assuming no substantive

amendments are added by the parliament, the Supreme Council

of the Magistracy will presumably approve the revised version in

reasonably short order. His Majesty the King is expected to return

to Cambodia from his retreat in Beijing by the Khmer New Year,

and thus he would be present to formally promulgate the legislation

into law.

With the law in place, at that point negotiations between the United

Nations and the Royal Government on details of implementing

the law could proceed. Prime Minister Hun Sen has articulated

his hope that the tribunal can convene before the end of the year,

but if this goal is to be achieved, rapid progress by all concerned

parties will be required. Much remains to be decided, and technical

preparations by the United Nations will take some time.
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Mission Statement:

Trickle Up’s mission is to help the lowest income people worldwide take the first step up out of poverty by providing

conditional seed capital and business training essential to the launch of a micro-enterprise.  This proven social and

economic empowerment model is implemented in partnership with local agencies.

History:

Formed in 1979 by Mildred Robbins Leet and Glen Leet,  Trickle Up Program helps the very poor to start their own

small businesses. Through a process that involves providing $100 in conditional seed capital ($700 in the US) and the

teaching of basic business skills, poor people are provided with an opportunity to re-direct their lives towards economic

growth and security.

Since 1979, over 94,000 businesses have been started or expanded in partnership with community-based organizations in

117 countries around the world. The Trickle Up Program demonstrates that, if given the opportunity, people can pull

themselves out of poverty.  From Bolivia to Bangladesh, Sri Lanka to Sierra Leone, groups of individuals have used their

own ideas to start small businesses, generate employment, provide for their families and contribute to their community.

Recent Activities:

 In Cambodia, TUP established partnerships during the last two years with three local NGOs:  SEDOC, WOMEN and

APDO.

SEDOC, the Socio-Economic Development Organization of Cambodia, is an NGO based in Takeo province, mainly

involved in rural/agricultural development.  It implements the Trickle Up Program to identify the poorest and often

landless members of their target villages, to assist them in starting small businesses.

WOMEN (Women Organization for Modern Economy and Nursing) has its headquarters in a slum area of Phnom Penh.

It provides health education and prevention services, as well as home health care to slum dwellers affected by HIV/

AIDS.  It recently started using the Trickle Up model to help 30 families to start businesses, varying from trading to

establishing small restaurant stalls.  During the semi-weekly home healthcare team visits, the business owners are offered

the opportunity to deposit 20% of their profits into a community-based savings program.

APDO, Angkor Participatory Development Organization, is based inside the world-famous Angkor Park site of ancient

Khmer temples.  The Trickle Up Program allows APDO to assist the poorest community members in starting small

businesses that generate profits from increasing tourism-related business opportunities.

E-mail: info@trickleup.org and asia@trickleup.org

Contact:  Jan Maes, Program Officer for Asia

Website:  www.trickleup.org

CAMBODIA

121 West 27th Street, Suite 504

New York, NY 10001

Tel: (212) 255-9980

Fax: (212) 255-9974
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L A O S

The US has had diplomatic relations with the Lao People’s

Democratic Republic (Lao PDR) since its founding in 1975. These

relations were not interrupted as in the cases of Vietnam and

Cambodia.

According to the US State Department, international donors and

NGOs, the Lao government is cooperating well on the search for

MIA remains from the Vietnam War and a campaign to eradicate

narcotics production and trade in northern Laos.

The US currently funds approximately $10 million per year in

MIA recovery, clearance of and education about unexploded

ordnance (UXO), and counter-narcotics programs in Laos. The

Lao government has also expressed willingness to cooperate on

HIV-AIDS and trafficking of women and children from Laos to

neighboring countries.

A US/Lao bilateral trade agreement was signed in 1998. However,

it has not yet been submitted by the State Department to Congress

for ratification. With the passage of the US/Vietnam trade

agreement, Laos will become the only country in Southeast Asia

without Normal Trade Relations (NTR) with the US.  This

includes Myanmar (Burma), which enjoys permanent NTR

despite Congressional imposition of limited sanctions against its

military government. The only other countries in the world without

NTR are Afghanistan, Cuba, Libya, Iraq, and North Korea, none

of which has normal diplomatic relations with the US.

The US has not had an ambassador posted in Laos for over

eighteen months. The nomination of Douglas Hartwick was put

on hold first by Sen. Jesse Helms, then by Sen. Bob Smith (R-

NH), calling for a full review of US policy towards Laos. In effect,

Sen. Smith held US policy hostage to his political agenda. No

other Senator came forward to persuade him to change his mind.

Sen. Smith credits his views to the so-called “US Congressional

Forum on Laos.” This group, which despite its name has no link

to the US Government, has held closed-door, secretive meetings

on Laos since 1999. The Forum was created by an organization

called the “Center for Public Policy Analysis,” and is believed to

be supported by the former Hmong general (and CIA client) Vang

Pao. The center’s phone is a voice mailbox; calls are never

returned. Its supposed location, 2020 Pennsylvania Ave. NW, is

an address that does not exist. (These facts have been confirmed

by numerous NGOs as well as by US government officials.) This

group’s influence on Capitol Hill is far out of proportion to its

actual constituency.

Background on Laos

The Lao PDR is a multiethnic state with a bare majority of ethnic

Lao and more than 40 minority groups, the largest being Kam

Mou (11%), Phou Thay (10%) and Hmong (7%). Although

income and education gaps among regions and ethnic groups can

be great, there is no legal discrimination against any minority.

Ethnic minorities are well represented at all levels of government.

More than 80 international development organizations in Laos

are encouraged to work with all ethnic groups and have access to

all parts of the country.

Laos does have human rights problems from a Western

perspective.   International human rights groups do not have access

inside Laos. However, some progress has been made in the area

of religious freedom. US Ambassador for Religious Freedom,

Robert Seiple, visited Laos several times in the past two years.

His quiet diplomacy resulted in release of many of the

approximately 60 prisoners of human rights concern, although

new cases have emerged subsequently.

In April 1999, two Hmong-Americans, Michael Vang and Houa

Ly, disappeared along the northwestern Thai-Lao border. Vang is

the nephew of Vang Pao; Ly was connected with the CIA in Laos

during the Vietnam War. They may have been attempting to enter

Laos illegally and were reportedly carrying large amounts of cash,

in excess of $80,000.

Investigations by both US and Lao authorities have produced no

trace of the two men. Two FBI teams visited Laos to investigate

the case. The State Department is not satisfied with the level of

cooperation received from the Lao government which reports no

record of the two men entering the country.

Since March 2000, there have been several bombings in Laos.

Some of these attacks may have been the result of business disputes

or personal conflicts.  Others are likely to be politically-motivated

terrorist acts. They do not appear related to a power struggle within

LAOS

US-Laos Relations
Representatives of US NGOs with long experience in Laos met in February in Washington to

 discuss the troubled state of bilateral relations.  Their deliberations led to compilation of

 the following  fact sheet by the Asia Pacifc Center for Justice and Peace
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UN FAO Flood Aid to Laos

The United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO)

is providing urgent aid of rice and vegetable seeds to some 8,000

rural families in Laos that had been hit by typhoons and floods

last year.

Floods, generated by typhoons last August and then again last

September, severely hit rural areas in seven central and southern

provinces in Laos. A total of 70,000 households were affected,

up to 42,530 hectares of paddy crops destroyed, and the overall

economic loss is officially estimated at about $14 million.

The project will cost some $400,000 and will be implemented

through the Lao government in close collaboration with other

international organizations such as World Food Program and

Red Cross.

US DonatesVehicles and

Equipment to UXO Lao

At an official hand over ceremony on January 31, US Embassy

Charge d’ Affaires Karen Stewart donated over $1.5 million

dollars worth of vehicles and demining equipment as part of the

US Government’s support of the Lao National Unexploded

Ordnance Program. At the ceremony, held at UXO Lao’s National

Training Center in Ban Ilai, Vice Minister of Labor and Social

Welfare Khamphay Ratsamy accepted the donation on behalf of

UXO Lao.

Included in the hand over were 18 Toyota Land Cruisers, 5 Toyota

pick-up trucks, 16 Yamaha motorcycles, 44 generators, mobile

radio equipment, and mine detectors. The vehicles and equipment

will be sent to the provinces in which UXO Lao is working to

support the organization’s clearance and awareness teams.

Since 1996, the US government has supported the UXO Lao

program with a commitment of approximately $15 million in

assistance for the training of UXO clearance teams and other

specialists, and for in-kind equipment donations.

the Lao leadership, as has been mistakenly reported in certain

media. An attack across the Thai border near Pakse in July 2000

involved 60 armed Thai and overseas Lao who stormed a Lao

customs post and duty free store. A leader of the former Lao

royal family living in France at first appeared to endorse the

attack, then retracted his statement. Some of those involved with

the attack are reported to be Lao-Americans.

Recommendations for US policy:

(1) The US should send a new ambassador to Laos without

further delay.

(2) The bilateral Lao-US Trade Agreement, signed in 1998,

should be submitted by the Administration to Congress and

ratified.

(3) The Neutrality Act, prohibiting American citizens from

engaging in attacks against another government with which we

have diplomatic relations, needs to be enforced.

(4) The US Government should determine whether some

bomb attacks against civilians in Laos meet prevailing definitions

of terrorism, and if so, speak out publicly against them.

(5) The unresolved case of two Hmong-Americans who

disappeared along the Lao-Thai border in April 1999 should

continue to be investigated. However, it should not be an obstacle

towards achieving the above four objectives for Lao-US

relations.

(6) Recent initiatives on the part of the INS to repatriate

deportable persons to Laos raise concerns that can best be

addressed with the presence of an ambassador.

The Asia Pacific Center for Justice and Peace is at

www.apcjp.org, apcjp@igc.org, phone (202) 543-1094.

Laos Fact Sheet (continued from previous page)

The Minister also cited mutually beneficial bilateral cooperation

with the US government on MIA searches and drug control.  He

expressed concern that, “a few members of the US Congress have

not appreciated the bilateral cooperation and the internal situation

of our underdeveloped country…[and] have placed obstacles for

furthering bilateral relations, which is deteriorating the situation.”

He concluded, “based on INGOs direct experience and knowledge

about our country, your organizations can speak honestly and

forthrighly to members of the US government and Congress. In

this way, we hope the American NGOs can continue efforts to

improve peaceful and fruitful bilateral relations.”

The 10th conference of the Forum will bring together some 350

representatives of North American, European, Australian and Asian

INGOs, universities, foundations, businesses, and multi-lateral and

bilateral donors with programs in Indochina for working discussions

with representatives of government ministries, mass organizations,

professional associations, and domestic NGOs from the three host

countries.

The agenda can be found on page 22. The deadline for conference

registration and visa applications is May 19, 2001.  To receive

a registration packet, please contact the FRD office (see page 2).

Lao Deputy Prime Minister (continued from cover)
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V I E T N A M

VIETNAM

Vietnam to Expand Rights of

Overseas Vietnamese Investors

Overseas Vietnamese investors will be granted equal status to

their local counterparts under a new priority policy developed

by Vietnam’s government.

The government has paid special attention to mobilizing the

capital and intellectual resources of the overseas Vietnamese

community, which boasts more than three million members in

different parts of the world. Last year alone, overseas Vietnamese

remitted some $1.2 billion to the country, equivalent to the value

of the Mekong River Delta’s annual rice export.

“Single-price card” will be issued for overseas Vietnamese

investors so that they are equal with domestic investors in paying

for such services as accommodation, hotels, travel, post and

telecommunications, etc. Especially, the card holders are also

eligible for preferential prices currently granted for domestic

projects in the purchase of raw materials and fuel needed for

production operations.

However such preferential treatment is only granted for

investment projects operating in fields encouraged and favoured

by the State, for example, projects in remote and mountainous

regions. To date, Vietnam has some 430 overseas Vietnamese-

invested enterprises with a total capital of more than $28 million.

Under the circular, nearly one-fourth of them are eligible to

benefit from the single-price policy.

The circular creates favorable conditions for investors, whose

investment had to bear others’ names, to legalize their investment

property and use their own names for their investment projects.

The transfer of investment property between the investors and

the name vendors must be done according to law.

It is estimated that the total capital of overseas Vietnamese in

this form of investment has so far amounted to approximately

$1 billion. (VNA)

Jayne Werner is a professor at Long Island University.  This

material is taken from a longer remembrance published in the

Bulletin of Concerned Asian Scholars.

George McT. Kahin: A Tribute
by Jayne S. Werner

George McT. Kahin, one of the foremost academic critics of the

Vietnam War, died 29 January 2000, at the age of 82.  He had a

seminal influence on the debate over US covert and military

intervention in Southeast Asia, particularly with regard to the

Vietnam War.  He voiced his opposition to the Vietnam War earlier

than any other major academic figure, starting in the early 1960s.

Virtually all the arguments he made at the time have since been

accepted by both academics and journalists, including many who

once supported or quasi-supported the US position.  Even former

government figures have acknowledged the foresight he had at the

time.  His basic arguments were as follows:

• US involvement in Vietnam stemmed from US support of

the French and started early, in the 1940s.

• The “domino theory,” the term coined by the Eisenhower

administration to explain communist “subversion,” was

based on fallacious reasoning and a fundamental

misunderstanding of Asian nationalism.

• The Geneva accords of 1954 did not divide Vietnam into

two separate countries, North Vietnam and South Vietnam.

They called for elections in two years (1956) to decide the

political future of a united Vietnam.  The failure to carry

out these elections was in large part responsible for the

origins of the Vietnam War.  The US-installed Ngo Dinh

Diem regime was responsible for reneging on the Accords.

• The Diem regime was autocratic, had shallow roots among

the populace, was a creation of the United States, and had

no political legitimacy.

• The southern communist movement was a movement against

this imposed regime, and was not a product of a northern

“invasion” to reconquer and rekindle the war in the south.

• The main source of strength of Vietnamese communism was

nationalism.

George’s stand on Vietnam stemmed from his involvement in the

nationalist revolution in Indonesia in 1948-9, his experience with

McCarthyism is the late 1940s and early 1950s, and his strong views

regarding the moral responsibility academics carry for the non-

Western peoples they study.
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Heart to Heart International

Airlifts Medical Supplies to Vietnam

On February 20, 2001, a cargo plane carrying a multi-million dollar shipment of pharmaceuticals and medical supplies

touched down in Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City.  The airlift was part of a Heart to Heart International project, the humanitarian

groups’ second mission to Vietnam. (In April 1995, Heart to Heart and another team of volunteer delegates delivered

medicines and supplies to 11 different hospitals and clinics throughout Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City).  Heart to Heart

executed the 2001 airlift with its “Physicians With Heart” partners at the American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)

and the AAFP Foundation.

A delegation of 53 medical professionals, business leaders, and other volunteers delivered the medicines to hospitals and

clinics located in Hanoi, Thai Nguyen, Hai Phung, Ho Chi Minh City, Binh Phuoc and Can Tho.  Medical professionals met

with physicians at recipient sites to provide instruction and training. In addition, doctors travelling with the delegation

conducted medical symposia on the concept of family practice to medical students in Hanoi, Thai Nguyen, Ho Chi Minh

City and Can Tho.  This specialty is growing in popularity throughout the country and the Ministry of Health is hopeful that

the 4,000 physicians in Vietnam who work at the most basic level of healthcare will be trained through this program over the

next several years.

According to Marsha Sailors, Communications Coordinator for the organization, “Heart to Heart is grateful for the opportunity

to once again return to Vietnam and offer help and healing to people who are still in great need.  Although the medicines and

education delivered by the volunteer delegation will indeed make a lasting impact on the national healthcare system in

Vietnam, the greatest healing occurred as individuals from the two nations, who just 25 years ago were at war, reached out

to each other in friendship and connected person to person and heart to heart.”

For more information contact:

Marsha Sailors, Communications Coordinator

Heart to Heart International

401 S. Clairborne, Suite 302

Olathe, KS 66062

Ph: 913-764-5200

Fax: 913-764-0809

email: msailors@hearttoheart.org

J.V. Morsch, volunteer delegate and father of Heart to Heart’s president and founder, helps a Vietnamese

man living in a leper colony deliver supplies brought by the delegation to his village.

VIETNAM
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VIETNAM

Participants in the groundbreaking for the PeaceTrees Friendship Village in Quang Tri

Province (from left) Nguyen Xuan Trung, Province Department of Planning and Investment;

Le Quang Binh, Chairman of Dong Ha Town People’s Committee; Lt. Col. Frank Miller,

Defense Attaché, US Embassy Hanoi; Chuck Meadows, Managing Director, Peace Trees

Vietnam; Nguyen Duc Chinh, Vice Chairman, Quang Tri Province People’s Committee;

Vu Ngoc Sinh, Deputy Secretary Communist Party of Dong Ha Town; Jerilyn Brusseau,

Co-Founder, Peace Trees Vietnam; Phan Trong Thai, Director, PACCOM; Nguyen Xuan

Anh, Vice Chairman, Dong Ha Town People’s Committee; Hoang Dang Mai, Director,

Province Foreign Relations Department

In Memorium

Professor Nguyen Dinh Hoa passed away

December 10, at the age of 76. Prof. Hoa was

a pioneer in the study of Vietnamese language

and literature. His Vietnamese language

textbooks, such as Speak Vietnamese, Read

Vietnamese, Colloquial Vietnamese, along

with his various Vietnamese dictionaries, have

been used widely by people around the world.

Along with this are many articles he has

written on Vietnamese literature and

linguistics. His most recently published book,

in 1999, was an autobiographical memoir,

From the City Inside the Red River: A

Cultural Memoir of Mid-century Vietnam;

published by McFarland Co. in Jefferson,

North Carolina (271 pages, library call

number: PL4371.N44 1999). He founded the

Center for Vietnamese Studies at Southern

Illinois University, and has taught at many

other universities.

- Stephen Denney

 USAID Opens New

 Office in Vietnam

The US Agency for International Development (USAID) has

established a new office in Vietnam, formally opened on

November 18, 2000, during President Clinton’s historic visit.

While USAID has had no on-the-ground representation in Vietnam

for 25 years, the Agency has provided approximately $30 million

in assistance since 1991, primarily through the Leahy War Victims

Fund (LWVF) and the Displaced Children and Orphans Fund

(DCOF).  These two funds have supported a number of projects

implemented by NGOs to provide prosthetics, promote

rehabilitation, and improve accessibility for the disabled.  The

NGOs currently administering these programs include World

Vision, Health Volunteers Overseas, Prosthetics Outreach

Foundation, Vietnam Assistance for the Handicapped, Vietnam

Veterans of America Foundation, Catholic Relief Services, Health

and Education Volunteers, Pearl S. Buck International, and World

Concern Development Organization.  Through its Office of

Foreign Disaster Assistance (OFDA), USAID has also provided

more than $3 million in disaster relief to Vietnam since 1994,

primarily in response to floods or typhoons.

The new USAID program will continue LWVF/ DCOF support

to NGO disabilities projects, and contribute to a long-term

multilateral disaster mitigation effort through OFDA funding of

flood early warning systems along Vietnam’s coast and in three

central river basins.  A new 5-year HIV/AIDS initiative is also

planned in collaboration with the US Centers for Disease Control

and Prevention (CDC).

In addition to this health and humanitarian assistance focus, the

program will help facilitate implementation of the US/Vietnam

Bilateral Trade Agreement, by providing technical assistance to

the government of Vietnam, supporting trade promotion

initiatives, and strengthening business education, training, and

research.  USAID will also promote improved urban industrial

and environmental management in several large Vietnamese cities

through the US Asia Environmental Partnership.

The office is initially being staffed by two US personal services

contractors (PSCs) and four Vietnamese foreign service nationals.

Program oversight is provided by the USAID Regional Mission

in Cambodia.

The office is currently housed in the US Embassy Annex (Rose

Garden Tower), 6 Ngoc Khanh, Hanoi.  For further information

contact Jean Gilson (ph: 831-4580, ext. 115, email:

Jgilson@usaid-vn.org) or Mark Rasmuson (ph. 831-4580, ext.

120, email: Mrasmuson@usaid-vn.org).
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PeaceTrees Vietnam

A Program of the Earthstewards Network

Headquarters:

PO Box 10697, Bainbridge Island, Washington 98110

Phone: 206-842-7986  Fax: 206-842-8918

Email: info@peacetreesvietnam.org

Contact: Chuck Meadows, Managing Director

    Jerilyn Brusseau, Co-Founder

    Melissa Shields Storch, Development Director

Field Office:

Box 03, Dong Ha Town, Quang Tri Province, Vietnam

Phone: 011-84-53-855-549  Fax: 011-84-53-855-580

Email: peacetrees@dng.vnn.vn

Contact: Mr. Quang Le

        www.peacetreesvietnam.org

Mission statement and history of organization:

PeaceTrees Vietnam, the 19th international PeaceTrees program of the Earthstewards Network, was founded in 1995 as a

grass roots effort in healing and reconciliation with the people of Quang Tri Province, one of the most war-torn provinces of

Vietnam.  PeaceTrees’ vision of “working alongside the people of Vietnam to reverse the consequences of war” includes:

sponsorship of clearing landmines and unexploded ordnance; citizen diplomacy/tree-planting programs for environmental

restoration and friendship building for American and international volunteers working with Vietnamese citizens; landmine

awareness education programs for children to prevent further accidents; victim assistance to landmine survivors and their

families; and economic development, community restoration and relocation projects.

Recent activities:

Since 1996, in cooperation with the People’s Committee of Quang Tri Province, PeaceTrees has sponsored clearance of

more than 28 acres of the former US Marine Combat Base in Dong Ha Town and organized efforts by international volunteers

and Vietnamese citizens to plant 5,000 trees on the cleared land.  In 1998, the Danaan Parry Landmines Education Center

was built for the children of Quang Tri Province.  Mines awareness education, as well as medical assistance for survivors, is

carried out through this center in cooperation with the Vietnamese Committee for Protection and Care of Children.  In 2000,

PeaceTrees assisted Catholic Relief Services in creating the Art Exhibit of Quang Tri Province Landmine Survivor Children

in Hanoi, in honor of the US Presidential visit.  Plans for 2001 include expanding the mines awareness outreach programs,

ongoing landmine/UXO clearance, citizen diplomacy/tree-planting programs, and building recreation facilities for the local

people.

In 2000, clearance efforts of 38 additional acres on the former combat base prepared the way for “PeaceTrees Friendship

Village,” with homes for 100 families, many of whom have suffered landmine/UXO accidents.  In cooperation with the

Dong Ha Town People’s Committee, groundbreaking ceremonies took place in late February with participation of a 16-

member American-British volunteer team, including five American veterans.  The two-year project will require $385,000 to

complete, and will include new roads, water, electricity, a kindergarten and community hall, a dam and sports field.  The

Semper Fidelis Society, a service organization of former US Marines in Jacksonville, Florida, is partnering with PeaceTrees

Vietnam in fundraising efforts.

PeaceTrees welcomes volunteer tree-planters for its September 2001 citizen diplomacy mission to Quang Tri Province, and

invites partnerships in building “PeaceTrees Friendship Village” and in sponsoring continuing landmine clearance and

mines awareness education for children.

VIETNAM
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Ambassador Le Van Bang Presents

the Immortal Chaplains Prize for

Humanity to Hugh Thompson
by Steve Sherlock

In 1968, anyone who predicted that on February 4, 2001, in

Minnesota, Vietnam’s Ambassador to the US would present to a

US military veteran a humanitarian award for saving Vietnamese

civilians from the US massacre at My Lai, would have been called

a lunatic. Yet, that is exactly what happened. It was a very positive

and powerful event and another mile marker on the long road to

reconciliation and normalization of relations between the US and

Vietnam.

Hugh Thompson is one of this year’s two recipients of the

Immortal Chaplains Prize for Humanity, which is bestowed

annually by the Immortal Chaplains Foundation. The foundation

was established by family members of four US Army chaplains,

one Jewish and three Christian, who gave up their life jackets in

order to save other soldiers on the sinking troop ship Dorchester

in 1943.

David Fox, the foundation director and relative of one of the four

chaplains, explained that the award “ ... is given for risking

everything to protect somebody who is different from you — for

that split second of thinking: ‘These are human beings, regardless

of the fact they are of a different race or religion, and I am going

to save them .... no matter what, even if it costs me my life.’”

Hugh Thompson was a US helicopter pilot at My Lai on March

16, 1968. From the air he saw the massacre in progress and several

Vietnamese civilians cowering and about to be shot by US troops.

Thompson landed between the US troops and Vietnamese and,

in a stand off, screamed at the the US ground troops that he was

getting the villagers out and also ordered his crew to fire on the

US troops if they interfered.

At the very real risk of their lives, Thompson and his crew, Glenn

Andreotta and Larry Colburn, saw that 11 civilians were

successfully evacuated and avoided the fate of the other 504

civilians killed at My Lai. Hugh Thompson is a likable and modest

man, who described his actions as simply doing what was right,

and elaborated, “It’s just the Golden Rule, and it’s not that doggone

hard to follow.”

In presenting the award, Ambassador Bang lauded Thompson

for his “... willingness to protect the sanctity of life”, and personally

thanked Thompson and acknowledged him as a true friend to

Vietnam. The Ambassador also noted that the recognition of our

common humanity and the development of lasting friendships

help to emphasize that “...Vietnam is a country, not a war.”

Steve Sherlock is director of Aid to Southeast Asia and can be

contacted at sherlockasa@uswest.net, or (612)378-9491.

VIETNAM

US Business Urges President to

Support BTA

[Excerpts from a letter by 250 leaders of trade organizations

and corporations sent on January 29, 2001]

The US and Vietnam concluded a comprehensive Bilateral

Trade Agreement [BTA] on July 13, 2000.  As

representatives of American business, agriculture and

consumers, we urge you to transmit the Agreement to

Congress and seek its earliest approval.  Much progress

has been made in restoring relations with Vietnam since

the late eighties and it is important to continue to build on

this positive momentum.  Transmission of the agreement at

this time would maintain the strong bipartisan support for

trade with Vietnam evidenced by the increasingly positive

annual votes on the Jackson-Vanik waiver.

Congressional passage of the trade agreement will extend

normal trade relations to Vietnam for the first time since

the Vietnam War thereby opening new opportunities for

American and Vietnamese business people.  The bilateral

trade agreement addresses trade in goods and farm products,

trade in services, intellectual property rights and foreign

investment. This will create more open market access,

greater transparency and lower tariffs for US exporters and

investors in Vietnam.   These provisions will enable

American companies and products to compete effectively

with European and Asian companies and products in the

Vietnamese market, which will benefit American

entrepreneurs, workers, farmers and consumers.  At the

same time the United States will extend to Vietnam the tariff

treatment it grants to virtually every other country in the

world.  Normalizing our trade relationship with Vietnam

will strengthen America’s constructive role in Southeast

Asia’s political and economic development and further

assist market reforms in Vietnam.

In addition to the economic benefits, there are security

benefits from the agreement that should not be overlooked.

Vietnam has greatly enhanced its efforts on issues of

importance to the US since the normalization of relations

in 1995, including joint MIA efforts, immigration goals,

and international economic integration.

[Full text and signers list available from FRD or at

www.usvtc.org]
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NY Roundtable on Cambodia, Laos and Vietnam

The Fund for Reconciliation and Development, the Global Business Roundtable, the Institute of International Education (IIE)

and the National Association of Export Companies are sponsoring a series of lunches in April and May to initiate an ongoing

opportunity for discussion and contact in New York on Cambodia, Laos and Vietnam. The three counties’ Permanent Representative

to the UN and the Indochina Desk Officer of the US Department of Commerce will address separate meetings.  A special meeting

is being planned with US Ambassador to Vietnam Pete Peterson.

The lunches will be valuable in and of themselves but are also conceived as the launch of a long term NY Roundtable on

Cambodia, Laos and Vietnam.   Roundtable meetings will be open to members of the business, education, NGO, and foundation

communities, and other interested individuals.

The goal of the initial lunches is to provide an informal introduction of the Permanent Representatives and of the principal US

government institutions involved with Indochina to key people in New York and vice versa.  The Permanent Representatives are

a special resource.  Their work as Ambassadors focuses on the UN, but they are broadly gauged in their interests and are well

qualified to represent their country to Americans.  The lunches will also offer an opportunity for US government officials whose

work focuses on Indochina to establish personal ties with their constituency in New York.

The lunch schedule, to be held in midtown Manhattan from 12:30-2:00pm, follows.  The cost for each lunch is $30, or

$100 for the series of four.

• Thursday, April 26 – Vietnamese Ambassador Nguyen Thanh Chau (co-sponsored by the US-Vietnam Trade Council)

• Thursday, May 3 – Lao Ambassador Alounkeo Kittikhoun

• Thursday, May 10– Cambodian Ambassador Ouch Borith

• Thursday, May 17– Hong Phong Pho; Desk Officer, Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos, US Department of Commerce

For further information, please contact Tara McAuliff at email frdcorporate@mindspring.com or telephone 646-373-3143.

Archives of Admiral

Zumwalt at Texas Tech

Texas Tech University’s Vietnam Center has

received the personal archive of Adm. Elmo R.

Zumwalt, a former member of the Joint Chiefs of

Staff who has been credited with visualizing and

then building the modern Navy.

“He was very liberal and forward looking at a time

when our Navy was remarkably conservative,”

reported Tech archive director James Reckner. “He

was fond of saying during his term as chief of naval

operations that he had created a long list of friends

and a long list of enemies, and he was proud of

both lists.” Besides allowing the memorialization

of the admiral, Reckner says Zumwalt’s personal

archive will provide a balance when it comes to

the debate over Agent Orange, a defoliant that

contained the toxic chemical dioxin.

Opportunity Knocks Again?

Investment Opportunities in Vietnam

The Asia Society, in cooperation with the Fund for Reconciliation and

Development, invites you to attend a breakfast meeting with Mr. Sesto E.

Vecchi, co-founder and partner of the law firm of Russin & Vecchi (R&V).

Mr. Vecchi will discuss the current foreign investment climate in Vietnam

and the prospects of the US-Vietnam Bilateral Trade Agreement (BTA).

The meeting will take place on Tuesday, April 24, 2001, from 8:30 a.m. –

10:00 a.m. at the Union Club, 101 East 69th Street at Park Avenue, NY.

Mr. Vecchi co-founded Russin & Vecchi (R&V) in 1967 and has

subsequently managed the firm’s offices in Saigon, Bangkok, New York,

Ho Chi Minh City and Hanoi.

Pre-registration is required through the Asia Society Box Office (credit

card orders only): Fax: 212/517-8555. or telephone: 212/327-9276. For

program information only, call 212/327-9303. Admission is $25 if you are

an Asia Society member or identify yourself as affiliated with FRD (i.e.

are a contributor or represent an organization with programs in Indochina).
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Letter to the President and Congress from

Non-Governmental Organizations and Educational Institutions in

Support of US Trade Agreements with Vietnam and Laos

As representatives of non-governmental organizations and educational institutions working with the people of Vietnam and Laos, we

urge the President to submit, and the Congress to ratify, without delay or amendment, Bilateral Trade Agreements which the United

States has signed with their governments.

As non-governmental organizations (NGOs), our role is to provide humanitarian relief and development assistance and capacity

building.  As educational institutions, we offer opportunities for undergraduate, graduate and professional training and research

exchanges.  Our work contributes to people-to-people friendship and to deeper mutual understanding that heals wounds of the past

and builds foundations for future relationships.

Private sector trade and investment do not involve our organizations directly but can have profound effects on the population with

which we work.  Efforts by Vietnamese and Lao leaders to overcome poverty on a national scale (and to foster cooperation with

American humanitarian and strategic interests) will benefit greatly when the US establishes Normal Trade Relations such as exist with

all but five other nations.

We are mindful that trade agreements are only the first stage of creating stronger mutually beneficial economic ties.

It is incumbent upon the governments of Laos and Vietnam through regulation and practice to provide foreign companies and their

own state and private enterprises the legal framework and operational authority they need to successfully invest, build and trade.

It is equally incumbent upon the US private sector to provide to their local employees reasonable wages, decent working conditions,

and opportunities for enhancement of skills and responsibilities.  As good corporate citizens and guests, American companies should

give the same attention as at home to wider social and educational needs and to environmental impact.

After twenty-five years of peace between our countries, it is time to foster Normal Trade Relations without additional conditions, thus

taking the last major step for the normalization of our official relations.

Sincerely,

Mark Ashwill, Executive Director, US-Indochina Educational Foundation

Chris Deegan, Director, Asian Studies, School for International Training

Martin Garate, Director, International Programs, American Friends Service Committee*

Judith L. Ladinsky, Chair, US Committee for Scientific Cooperation with Vietnam

John McAuliff, Executive Director, Fund for Reconciliation and Development

Betsy Headrick McCrae, Program Director for East Asia, Mennonite Central Committee (MCC)

Charles Meadows, Managing Director, Peace Trees Vietnam

Steven Sherlock, Director, Aid to Southeast Asia

Anne D. Shirk, Executive Director, International Voluntary Services

Jeffrey Alan Smith, President, Bridge to Asia

Jayne Werner, Professor, Long Island University*

Miriam A. Young, Executive Director, Asia Pacific Center for Justice and Peace
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Headquarters

 26 West Street

Boston, MA 02111

Phone 617-728-2515

Fax 617-728-2595

Email nnguyen@oxfamamerica.org

Contact person Ngan Nguyen

Website address www.oxfamamerica.org,

www.oxfammekong.org

Mission

Oxfam America seeks lasting solutions to hunger, poverty, and social injustice.  By directing expertise and resources to local

organizations in poor communities, Oxfam builds on community strengths and promotes lasting change that will allow

families and individuals to break the cycle of poverty. Oxfam America is also widely known and respected for its effective

humanitarian responses to natural disasters and political crises.  Through national and international policy research and

advocacy, Oxfam America pursues systemic solutions to inequities rooted in social, political, and economic systems.

Through collaboration with 10 other autonomous members of Oxfam International, we extend our reach and our

effectiveness into more than 115 countries around the world.

Oxfam America’s Mekong Program

After nearly 20 years of working in Southeast Asia, Oxfam America has refined its regional focus to where the need is

greatest and where it can have the greatest impact on the alleviation of poverty: the Mekong Region, which includes

Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos, China, Burma, and Thailand. The Mekong River Basin is rich in natural resources, but the

intensity of the poverty in these countries is greater than elsewhere in Southeast Asia. Deforestation and the degradation of

soils due to the stripping of the natural resource base, over-exploitation of fresh water and aquatic resources, mono-

agriculture and ill-conceived development, all continue to fuel growing concern for the well-being and future of the 65

million people who live in the Mekong River Basin.

Oxfam America’s unique Mekong Program has been developed collaboratively with regional partners, and seven other

Oxfams operating in the region, to create a mutually reinforcing network of support between micro-and macro level

activities. Oxfam America is leading this integrated approach which will use issues shared by the poor of all six riparian

countries of the Mekong River to develop common program and advocacy activities and to realize regional solutions.

Oxfam’s Mekong Program strives to:

* Secure people’s right of access to fresh water and to food and income security;

* Ensure that marginalized people have an effective voice in influencing decisions that affect their lives;

* Ensure that men and women enjoy equal rights in the resolution of these issues.

Recent Activities

1. Senator Hillary Rodham Clinton visited the Oxfam America-funded project TYM (“The Affectionate Fund”), a

microcredit program for women entrepreneurs in Vietnam. TYM provides small loans to very poor women who use the

money to start small businesses.  The program, which has been highly successful in making many families more

economically secure, was initiated by Oxfam America with more than $1.3 million in support from philanthropist George

Miller of San Francisco and New York’s Janet McKinley, an Oxfam America board member. During her visit to a TYM

project site in Vietnam, then First Lady Hillary Clinton announced Archipelago’s donation of $25,000 to Oxfam America

in support of TYM.

2. Oxfam America organized relief missions for victims in the flooded areas of the Mekong delta.  We committed $200,000

in direct relief for communities within the Mekong River Basin.  In one mission to Long An Province, 200 hundred

villagers received a shipment of 215 water filtration systems, blankets and mosquito nets, and 88 pounds of rice for each of

the 215 households, as well as 129 fishnets and 115 small boats.

3. The Oxfam America-supported Can Gio Mangrove Restoration Project in Vietnam received international recognition as

a UNESCO Biosphere Reserve (the first in Vietnam).

Southeast Asia Regional Office

No. 41, Street 352

P.O. Box 883, Boeung Keng Kang 1

Phnom Penh, Cambodia

Phone 855-23-210-357

Fax 855-23-210-357

Email seasia@oxfamamerica.org

Contact person Mike Ounsted

REGIONAL
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Book Review:

Development, NGOs, and Civil Society

Reviewed by Mariano Valderrama

Edited by Deborah Eade Oxfam  £9.50 /$15.95

Development, NGOs, and Civil Society is a selection of very sharp essays, all previously published in the journal

Development in Practice, which analyze the tensions inherent in the role currently played by NGOs. On the one hand,

NGOs have benefited increasingly from taking a service delivery role. On the other, they are portrayed by official agencies

as a medium to promote political pluralism. In the introduction Jeanny Pearce asks whether they truly stand for anything

fundamentally different from the agencies on whose largesse they increasingly depend.

The contributors raise some striking issues. Deborah Eade suggests that NGOs may successfully adapt to a changing

market in terms of ensuring a continued supply of funds, but at the expense of genuinely facilitating social change or

representing real alternatives to the dominant paradigm. Michael Edwards and David Hulme warn that NGOs may become

more accountable to the official donors than to their intended beneficiaries. These fears are reflected in Latin America,

where we see NGOs becoming increasingly dependent on state and bilateral funding and their status changing from

development NGOs to contractors or consultants.

Stephen Commins questions the role of northern NGOs in a globalized world: are they going to be part of the aid industry

or can they develop alternative development models? A collective discussion would be a starting point in building new

partnerships among themselves. This is a very important point since agencies are spending huge amounts of money in some

southern countries without any common agenda or coordination, and without any strategic approach behind the selection of

projects and assignment of resources.

Firoze Manji demands greater reflection by northern NGOs on the nature of their relationship with their southern

counterparts, which may be actually hampering rather than enhancing common goals, like eliminating poverty and

injustice. The dialogue between northern and southern NGOS seems to have lost much of the quality and sense of

partnership it had in the past. The number of conditionalities imposed by northern NGO is increasing, related not only to

their definition of priority areas but also to the specific approach to be developed and management styles.

I share Mike Moore and Sheelagh Stewart’s worries about the problem of accountability and the need for collective self-

regulation and transparency in order to re-establish public confidence. NGOS should draw up a code of conduct in each

country and publish regular information about the money they receive and the way it is spent.

Sarah White puts forward some sound arguments on the uses and abuses of the concept of participation. Participation

means a change in power relationships, but for the multilateral organizations and many foundations and NGOs almost any

agreement is labeled as an ‘alliance’, any form of involvement of beneficiaries in a project is automatically called

‘participation’ – even though the ability of the ‘participants’ to take major decisions or change the rules is totally restricted.

Development, NGOs, and Civil Society is an important contribution. Collective debate on the new role of NGOs in issues

like development and the struggle against poverty is urgently needed.

Mariano Valderrama is a researcher at CEPES (Peruvian Centre for Social Studies) and a member of the Management

Comittee of The Reality of Aid. He can be contacted at Mariano@cepes.org.pe

To order, contact Oxfam Publishing. Fax +44 1865 313 713  Email  publish@oxfam.org.uk

Reprinted with permission from Vol. 5 No. 4 of Alliance magazine, published by the Charities Aid Foundation, Kings

Hill, West Malling, Kent ME19 4TA, United Kingdom  www.CAFonline.org/alliance, international@caf.charitynet.org.

Mekong Research Alliance Formed
Countries in the Greater Mekong Subregion have inaugurated an academic and research alliance aimed at developing self-reliance

and reducing dependence on foreign expertise.

The Greater Mekong Subregion Academic and Research Network will focus on human resource development, joint research and

information dissemination activities. It was inaugurated at the Asian Institute of Technology in Pathum Thani.

The participating countries are Burma, Cambodia, China (Yunnan province), Laos, Thailand and Vietnam.
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Australian Volunteers International

Focus on Cambodia, Laos & Vietnam

Government sponsored volunteers from Australia, Canada,

Japan, the UK and the UN currently serve in Indochina.  The US

Peace Corps is not present.  An agreement was signed with

Cambodia six years ago which still awaits implementation.  It

has strong support from Ambassador Kent Weideman, a former

Peace Corps volunteer.  The following articles about Australian

volunteers appeared in AVI’s magazine two years ago, but are

still relevant in terms of a model for potential US volunteers.

--John McAuliff, Peace Corps Peru 1964-66

Australian Volunteers International is the new name for the

Overseas Service Bureau (established 1961). This title was chosen

to better reflect the organization’s core business which is providing

Australian volunteers in response to requests from employers and

partner organizations in a range of countries and building cross-

cultural relationships between Australians and the people of host

communities. Along with this change and some changes to the

governance structure, four key regional focus areas have been

identified, one of which is Cambodia, Laos and Vietnam (CLV).

Australian Volunteers International first began to send Australian

volunteers to this region in 1988 and since that time 370 skilled

technical assistance personnel have been assigned to work with

local government departments, non-government agencies and

international organizations operating in a range of different sectors.

This includes individual volunteers working with employer bodies

and people placed within development cooperation projects

managed by Australian Volunteers International in partnership

with local organizations.

Over the years a significant number of placements in these

countries have been in the education sector, however in recent

times each country program has diversified and grown both

geographically and sectorally.  In Cambodia, a strong initial focus

on the provision of English Language Training (ELT) has changed

to a greater emphasis on the provision of technical assistance to

local government departments in the rural development sector

and increased support has been given to assist the capacity building

of indigenous NGOs. An important area of involvement has been

the development of long term partnerships, through the

implementation of community development projects. This

includes project activities conducted in Battambang Province over

a six year period. These initiatives are increasingly seen as a model

for successful village-based community development and the

expertise of its core group of trainers are increasingly sought after

by other agencies.

In Laos, where the majority of Australian Volunteers have been

urban based, working with government and international

organizations, many regularly undertake work in provincial areas

as part of their duties. Recent placements provide evidence of the

sectoral expansion beyond ELT, including an HIV/AIDs policy

advisor, project officer in the museum; and a media advisor.

Australian Volunteers International’s program in Vietnam, which

has comprised more than 180 volunteer placements, has recently

been the subject of a major review. Further details regarding this

evaluation are reported below.

During the 1999-00 financial year, 97 personnel placed by

Australian Volunteers International were working in this region

(Cambodia: 41; Laos: 24: and Vietnam: 32). In addition to the

placement of Australian volunteers, Australian Volunteers

International is currently working in partnership with local

organizations in the implementation of a number of development

cooperation projects including:

Krom Akphiwat Phum: A community development program

which aims to enable village communities to redevelop according

to the hopes and challenges of the particular village. It focuses on

social and personal development, as well as on meeting material

needs; and

Siem Reap Village Home Garden Project:  This project grew

out of the experience of an Australian Volunteer agronomist

working within the provincial Agriculture Department.  It aims

to increase the capacity of village women and men to improve

food production through the introduction of sustainable

agricultural techniques and appropriate technology.  The local

partner is the Cambodian Community Development (CCD)

agency and the activity is jointly managed with the Canadian-

based development agency, CECI. The second phase of this

project commenced in October 2000.

Australian Volunteers International continues to consider the

Indochina  region as a priority for program development.

Emerging from decades of conflict and international isolation in

the 1990s, and struggling with pervasive rural poverty,  the

technical assistance needs of the region are particularly acute.

After a decade of regional engagement, both through the

Australian Volunteer program and a diverse range of technical

assistance projects - from ELT to community development and

integrated rural development, Australian Volunteers International

is poised to extend its programs further.

AVI  Review of its Vietnam Country Program

In 1999, the evaluation team at Australian Volunteers International

undertook a review visit to Vietnam. Its mission: to assess the

impact of the organization’s activities in that country since the

commencement of the program in 1988. This report comes from

the team’s Manager, Diane McDonald.

REGIONAL
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In the late 1980s, Australia’s aid program to the Socialist Republic

of Vietnam was reinstated, having been suspended during

Vietnam’s invasion of Cambodia. However, in September 1985,

several years before the Australian Government had re-established

its official development assistance program, Australian Volunteers

International had placed an English teacher in Hanoi on a

10-month assignment via the Swedish Government Aid Agency,

SIDA. Following visits from senior staff, including the Chief

Executive Officer, Bill Armstrong, in early 1988, Australian

Volunteers International, undertook a feasibility study to explore

the potential for skilled English language teachers to provide

assistance to a range of educational institutions throughout the

country. This led to the establishment of a program of Summer

Vacation Workshops which, over a five year period, provided

in-service training for over 1,000 Vietnamese English language

teachers from a wide range of locations around the country,

including Hanoi, Ho Chi Minh City, Da Nang, Hue and Da Lat.

A key institutional partner in conducting these programs was the

Hanoi Foreign Language Teacher Training College.

At around the same time, in partnership with the Forest Science

Institute of Vietnam and with the support of the Ministry of

Agriculture and Rural Development, Australian Volunteers

International also assigned Australian Volunteers to work on a

four-year forestry project in Dong Nai and Binh Phuoc (formerly

known as Song Be) provinces, aimed at regenerating areas

completely destroyed by the war.

In the late ‘80s it wasn’t easy for a foreigner living in Vietnam.

There were very few Australians in residence and it was difficult

for a foreigner to be accepted into Vietnamese society.

Furthermore, accommodation and resources were severely

limited. Despite these problems, field reports from the time

indicate much optimism in the potential of volunteers from

Australia to contribute to the development of Vietnam. By 1992,

in its first four years of operation, Australian Volunteers

International had assigned over 40 skilled personnel working in

education, health and forestry projects throughout Vietnam.

The following year the situation in Vietnam changed significantly.

Australia had re-established its official development assistance

program; there was talk of the United States lifting its trade

embargo; and a lot of ‘new money’ began entering the country.

By then, the contribution being made by Australian Volunteers

International was highly regarded by the Vietnamese people at a

range of levels, including government, institutional and within

village communities. In partnership with the United Nations

Volunteer program, work expanded to include such positions as

development economists, sea dike engineers and environmental

awareness officers.

During the years 1993-94, as well as continuing to expand it

programs into different sectoral and geographic areas, Australian

Volunteers International gave special attention to increasing the

number of positions available to younger Australian graduates

working as native English language teachers in secondary schools.

Commencing in 1996, additional placements were made in several

projects being implemented by the Australian Centre for

International Agricultural Research (ACIAR). Other activities

included the provision of English language training to 176 senior

Vietnamese Government officials via an AusAID funded project.

Among the more atypical positions filled by Australian Volunteers

in the mid 1990s was a sports coach assigned to work with the

Ho Chi Minh City Basketball Federation.

Budgetary constraints came into play in 1997; ushering in a policy

of containment rather than expansion. Nonetheless, a further 19

Australian Volunteers were placed during the 1997-98 financial

year; several assigned to provincial locations. Meanwhile, the

wealth gap between urban and rural areas in Vietnam has

continued to increase. During the 10 year period from 1988 to

1998 Australian Volunteers International spent around $5.8

million on its programs in Vietnam. Over this period, some 160

skilled Australian Volunteers have worked in a wide variety of

different occupations, living in urban, provincial and sometimes

very remote communities.

Regardless of their location, Australian Volunteers International

programs must always be evolving rather than static. What has

worked for the past 10 years may not necessarily work for the

next decade and beyond. So, in evaluating what has been done in

Vietnam, it has been important to find out what the Vietnamese

themselves thought of AVI programs and what they want from

the organization in the future.

Just as Vietnam is currently undergoing enormous change and

renewal, it’s becoming quite clear that AVI programs also need

to adapt in order to assist this most industrious of nations.  Having

established some very meaningful, long-term partnerships via past

activities, planning is being done to build on the relationships

formed in order to expand the volunteer programs.  Also needed

is to cement the links made with other international development

organizations, such as AusAID, UNDP and other UN agencies,

with a view to participating in more combined programs in the

future.

Among other things, the Vietnamese reported that they would

like to increase AVI presence in agricultural and environmental

programs. Realizing that core programs in Vietnam have centred

around English language teaching, again the Vietnamese said that

they want more native English speakers to provide training at

both a secondary and tertiary level and to provide more teachers

of English for specific purposes. This means placing a greater

emphasis and effort on recruiting appropriately skilled volunteers

back in Australia.

The Vietnam evaluation trip has shown that Australian Volunteers

International needs to build on its success of the past 10 years to

make the next decade even more fruitful. There is no doubt that

Vietnam will continue to be a priority area for Australian

Volunteers International.

Contact AVI at dmcdonald@ozvol.org.au.

REGIONAL
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[The following are the final reports of panels held at the 9th Conference of the Forum on

 Cambodia, Laos and Vietnam held in Phnom Penh in January 1999]

Food Security and Growth: modernizing agriculture and overcoming poverty while

maintaining the integrity and viability of rural communities

Moderator: John Ambler, Social Science Research Council

Panelists: HE May Sam Oeun, Secretary of State,

Cambodia Ministry of Agriculture

HE Ly Thuch, Secretary of State, Cambodia Ministry of Rural

Development

Tienne Vannasuk, Deputy Director, National Food Security

Project, Lao Ministry of Agriculture

Nguyen Manh Trung,  Expert, Vietnam Ministry of Agriculture

Department of Planning

Ken Noah Davies, World Food Program, Cambodia

HE May Sam Oeun, Secretary of State,

Cambodia Ministry of Agriculture

A large number of Cambodians lack access to a secure food

supply, due to poverty, insecurity, transportation & market

shortcomings.  National security problems also contribute to

vulnerability.  The new policies and ministry are charged with

expanding farm employment opportunities and various

agricultural development programs.  Policies promote private

sector investment, focussing on activities to increase

productivity, as well as providing seed fertilizer and pest

management programs.

HE Ly Thuch, Secretary of State,

Cambodia Ministry of Rural Development

1) What we know about poverty in Cambodia:

Between 1993 and 1997, most cities and rural areas saw small

declines in the poverty rate,  90% of the population is rural,

and poverty is a substantial problem - more than three fourths

of the poor live in agricultural households.

2) Policies and Initiatives for Poverty Alleviation:

Elements of the Poverty Reduction Strategy articulated in the

First Socio-Economic Development Plan include: assessment

of socio-economic indicators, development of socio-economic

indicators and information to identify the poor and their needs,

creation of policies and instruments with which to assist the

poor, selection and review of mechanism by the project and

program, development of indicators to monitor and evaluate

the effect of programs, and creation of organizational

structures that promote strategic thinking about poverty

alleviation in all sectors.

The immediate task is to meet the needs of all Cambodians and

safeguard the rights of the rural population to participate in

plans affecting their future.  To tackle seriously the rural

problems we have to plan with the people, for the people.

One challenge is expanding the country’s own capacity to

design and implement possible solutions, such as emergency

assistance, small scale water supply, access roads, building rural

capacity and infrastructure in general, and capacity for

planning, implementing and maintaining effective programs.

People also need to be educated about their rights and

responsibilities to work with rural authorities in a newly

decentralized system.

Structure of the Council for Agricultural and Rural

Development includes on the provincial level: provincial

development committees, village development committees, and

district level committees.

Food security and poverty eradication depend on an effective

government that ensures that political, economic and social

policies are based on broad consensus in society and the voice

of the poor is heard in decision making over allocation of

national resources.

Laos:  Tienne Vannasuk, Deputy Director, National Food

Security Project, Lao Ministry of Agriculture

Food Security in the context of Laos is not absolutely different

from other countries.  A plan takes into consideration the role

of commercialized production and trade, and implies a

combination of domestic production and export generated

income to buy the food that cannot be produced in Laos.

Policies toward food security for the agricultural and forestry

sector include:

1) Year 2000 target of self-sufficiency in rice production, the

agricultural sector should produce enough food for the country.

2) Creation of more productive and permanent farming system,

promotion of economic activities.  In the north, more than

150,000 households practice slash and burn programs, people

produce livestock instead of rice.

3) Maintanence of a balance between environmental protection

and economic development is critical.  Concerns include:  land

in Laos for crops is 3 million hectares, one million cultivated.

CONFERENCE PANELS
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Grass Roots Organizations and

Their Role in Meeting

Development Needs

Small Irrigation Schemes & Programs are in development.  Six

million hectares of natural grass lands exist.  Forest land is

eleven million hectares.  Crops are 24% of GDP, while

livestock are 22%.  A Household Income Survey found that a

significant portion of rural incomes comes from livestock and

that rice is a staple for the Lao people.  93% of daily energy

intake comes from cereal, only 7% from animal products when

recommendations are closer to 40%.

Also of concern is a low level of farm production, poor

commercialization and too many small farms. The strategy to

meet needs includes the allocation of more budget to increase

agricultural activity and research.

Market oriented production and improved productivity are keys

to eradication of rural poverty strategies.

Nguyen Manh Trung, Department of Planning, Vietnam

Ministry of Agriculture

Since 1989, there have been many agricultural achievements

toward food security for Vietnam; increase in population is

matched by increased per capita food production. Once ½ to 1

million tons of food a year were imported; they can now export

rice.  Rice exports average 2 million tons a year over the last

ten years, and the food supply is more and more stable.

The National Program on Hunger and Poverty Alleviation in

remote areas has improved access to food. Since 1990, there

are more farmers who are not poor.

Main issues still faced in food security include:  the living

standard of the majority of people has been significantly

improved, though 15% of households still live in poverty, and a

portion of those still starve between crop periods.  Population

growth remains high and puts pressure on food demand as well

as poverty reduction.  Land reclamation, urban growth and

urbanization are slowly encroaching on arable land.  Migration

from rural to urban areas and movement of people adds to both

unemployment and environmental degradation. Vietnam

exports rice, meat and coffee but the international market

prices for coffee and tea are low and crops are affected by the

frequency of natural disasters and by fluctuations in price.

While promoting industrialization and modernization, Vietnam

must pay attention to agricultural production as well.  The

country needs to ensure food reserves to prepare for calamities.

Agriculture is essential for economic development and social

stability.

Ken Noah Davies, World Food Program-Cambodia

Results of a WFP nutritional survey of Cambodia were

presented through a series of slides, which could not be

deciphered on the videotape.

Moderator: John Vijgben, Development Specialist

Panelists: Ho Yeth, Krom Akphiwat Phum

Le Thi Bang Tam, Senior Program Officer, Vietnam Women’s

Union

Scott Lieper, UNDP/CARERE

Chanthoum Latmany, Lao Women’s Union

Nguyen Hong, Vietnam Youth Federation

John Vijgben put the discussion in context, noting that the real

common denominator in Laos, Cambodia and Vietnam is that

these countries have been devastated by war, and that they must

start over with development. In Laos and Vietnam, projects are

closely incorporated into the government while they are more

likely to be independent in Cambodia. Across the region, many

development projects are United Nations initiatives.

Ho Yeth, Krom Akphiwat Phum

KAWP Cambodia, a grass roots organization which receives

primarily international assistance, consists of a handful of core

teams trained in community development strategies through a

training program facilitated by outside specialists. KAWP staffers

go through an organizational and community development training

that forms the basis of their work. These core teams have been

working for six years in 33 communities, primarily in Battambang

province. KAWP teams coordinate with other organizations

working in the region to share knowledge and expertise in working

towards their basic goals, mitigating the effects of poverty and

restoring self-respect in communities, with an emphasis on

sustainability and social development.

In the long run, projects will only work if they directly address

local views and focus on improving resource distribution at the

village level. KAWP teams work with other agencies to form

village development committees that can collaborate on projects.

The primary issue for KAWP teams is that poverty alleviation is

not achievable as long as corruption among government officials

skims money from programs. In addition, the gap between rich

and poor is growing in Cambodia, which makes KAWPs work

harder.

The KAWP strategy involves participatory decision making and

reciprocal benefit sharing which make changes more lasting. The

community development process is broken into stages, wherein

KAWP teams look at the particular community in question and

hear what people are saying, and then facilitate village meetings

where villagers can give input about what they see as the priorities

in their area, and what they see as possible solutions. These

suggestions become an essential part of the KAWP strategy.

CONFERENCE PANELS
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KAWP programs focus on small scale agricultural activity and

income generation as well as other projects in response to needs

articulated by communities.

Le Thi Bang Tam, Vietnam Women’s Union

The VWU works to promote gender equality and development

of women throughout Vietnamese society, from young to old.

Vietnamese women living abroad also participate actively in the

VWU. The Union has identified a handful of organizational

priorities, including education, encouraging women to get

involved in scientific and technical research and development,

and supporting women with employment. They also address issues

of health care for women and children, family planning and

encouraging healthy families. Their activities include training and

education projects aimed at increasing the management capacity

of women, often by training advisors at municipal and provincial

levels. Training is integrated across different levels by

collaboration between advisors and international aid agencies so

that everyone’s priorities can be met. VWU also uses mass media

communication, including radio and television, to explain their

priorities and to help people understand why gender equality

matters.

In addition to their work, the VWU undertakes regular evaluation

of program effectiveness and works to incorporate their work

into overall economic plans for Vietnam.

Income generation projects form a significant portion of the

Union’s work to ensure economic equality for women. In Vietnam,

women make up 70% of the poor, primarily because they do not

have access to their own sources of income. The Women’s Union

offers capital and education for income generation projects, and

helps women get credit for other projects.  Outreach to women in

unusual situations, such as former prostitutes and recovering drug

addicts is essential to this effort. Drug abuse prevention is also a

component of many VWU projects, as is family planning. The

VWU uses small group discussions and counseling centers to

encourage and facilitate family planning in Vietnam.  The

representative from the Vietnam Youth Federation added that his

organization has a young women’s component and incorporates

family planning and education in its projects.

A further discussion addressed the issue of cultural barriers to

talking about sex. A number of participants suggested that one of

the biggest barriers to family planning is that discussing

reproductive health requires discussing sex, something many

people are not willing to do. Le Thi Bang Tam observed that

small group discussions among women are able to be open about

issues that do not get discussed in public, and that can help

overcome cultural barriers to talking about sex.

Scott Lieper, UNDP/CARERE

Mr. Lieper discussed the decentralization policy that is being

formulated in Cambodia, where a  rural development structure

with commune and village level committees is the first step in a

move towards more elected representation at the local level.

Cambodia’s move towards decentralized development is intended

to satisfy the Consultative Group, but also aims to empower local

civil society in setting development priorities. Government and

NGO services will continue to provide for problems a community

cannot address alone, but part of the goal of decentralization is to

mobilize local capacity. People often imagine that communities

do not have the capacity to work alone. The best evidence to the

contrary is that local groups have raised the money to construct

temples for centuries. Financing and construction of grand temples

has always happened entirely within a community, so the only

challenge is applying that expertise directly to development needs.

Meeting that challenge requires providing villagers with technical

training and setting up a government structure that funnels money

to the local level. Capacity building remains the biggest obstacle

to decentralization, but the temple example demonstrates that it

will not be insurmountable.

Chanthoum Latmany, Lao Women’s Union

The Lao Women’s Union has historically focused on the rights of

women, by promoting equality between men and women in society

and in the family. Through cooperation with INGOs on women’s

health projects, handicraft projects, food security initiatives and

small livestock or silk production, the Lao Women’s Union

promotes women’s financial independence. Some projects directly

promote gender equality, and most aspire to improve the financial

capacity of women, who often have had poor education by

comparison with their brothers and husbands, and who are vastly

overworked to begin with, making solutions difficult to implement.

These conditions are particularly present in the countryside, which

is where the LWU focuses its work. Urban women are less isolated,

in general.

Some of the discussion revolved around the issue of domestic

violence, which the Lao Women’s Union does not directly address,

except insofar as it is closely tied to gender inequality in general.

The audience briefly debated the question of whether ending

gender inequality is enough to address domestic violence in Laos

and the rest of the region, or whether more direct programs are

needed.

Nguyen Hong, Vietnam Youth Federation

The Youth Federation is an umbrella social organization for young

people in Vietnam. Some of its functions include providing

guidance and services to encourage youth to be good citizens, as

well as encouraging youth to get involved in volunteer and

community development projects and promoting the legal rights

and interests of youth in Vietnam. Illiteracy programs, agriculture

education, vocational training centers and employment

information bureaus all serve to raise the popular education level

and improve youth’s economic prospects. Other projects support

young parents and encourage involvement in athletics and general

health, through AIDS/HIV and drug abuse education programs.

CONFERENCE PANELS
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Sunday June 17

12:00-5:00 p.m. Registration, set-up of displays of

development projects, handicrafts, and

information tables

3:00 p.m. [optional]  Sight seeing in Vientiane

Monday June 18

8:00 a.m.  – 7:00  p.m. Registration, displays open for

viewing

9:00 – 11:30, 2:30 – 5:00 [optional]  NGO project site visits

4:30 p.m. – 5:30 p.m. Meeting of sectoral group

coordinators and panel moderators

 5:30 p.m.  – 7:00 Welcome Reception for all

participants

Tuesday June 19

8:30 a.m. Welcome by organizers

9:00 a.m. Lao Country Plenary

10:30 a.m. Coffee break

11:00 a.m. Sectoral Groups I  (introductions, agenda setting)

12:30 p.m. Lunch

2:00 p.m.       Session I*

Panel A: Implementation of the International Convention on

the Rights of the Child at provincial and local level.

Panel B: Building effective cooperation between humanitarian

and development organizations and government

structures.

Panel C: The role of women and their challenges in social and

economic development

Panel D: Social responsibility of business in poverty alleviation

and sustainable development

3:30 p.m. Coffee break

4:00 p.m. Panel questions and discussion

5:00 p.m. Free time

6:00 p.m. Dinner for all participants

7:30 p.m. Cultural Program (open to family members or

additional staff of organizations attending the Forum

and other invited guests)

Wednesday June 20

8:30 a.m. Vietnam Country Plenary

10:00 a.m. Coffee break

10:30 a.m. Sectoral groups II (main working session)

12:30  p.m. Lunch

2:00 p.m. Session II*

Panel E: Cooperative assistance to communities affected by

landmines, UXOs and Agent Orange

Panel F: Patterns of development at the local level:

strengthening traditional rural economic life while

connecting to the new market economy

Panel G: Addressing the social and economic impact of HIV/

AIDS

Panel H: Innovative agricultural techniques

3:30 p.m. Coffee break

4:00 p.m. Panel questions and discussion

5:00 p.m. Free time

6:30 p.m. Reception for all participants with embassies and

multilateral organizations

Thursday June 21

8:30 a.m. Cambodia Country Plenary

10:00 a.m. Coffee break

10:30 a.m. Sectoral Group III (conclusions, recommendations)

12:30 p.m. Lunch

2:00 p.m. Session III*

Panel I: Best practices in building the capacities of partners

Panel J: Addressing the emerging youth problem

Panel K: Roles of community in environment protection

Panel L. Strengthening higher education and vocational training

to address social and economic development.

3:30 p.m. Coffee break

4:00 p.m. Panel questions and discussion

5:30 p.m. Closing Ceremony

7:30 p.m. Closing Banquet

9:00 p.m. Social/cultural event (with Lam Vong instruction)

Friday June 22

Distribution of Sectoral Group Reports and Recommendations

10th Conference of the Forum on Cambodia, Laos and Vietnam
June 19 –21, 2001    Vientiane, Lao PDR

Improving Partnership for Poverty Alleviation and Sustainable Development

*  Panels may be rescheduled between the daily sessions to

minimize conflicting interests.
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Sectoral Working Groups: The nuts and bolts sessions of the

conference are three daily meetings of people who are involved

in the same sector in the three  countries, whether they represent

a government agency, mass organization, domestic NGO,

professional association,  foundation, university, multilateral

development agency, bilateral donor, business or international

NGO. Sectoral meetings offer an opportunity to profit from each

other’s experience, develop means of ongoing communication

and consider cooperative projects and exchanges.  The list of

groups will be expanded or contracted according to interest.

Groups may merge with those having overlapping interests or

divide for discussion of more specialized needs.   Discussions

may continue informally during the lunch break.

1. Agriculture, Fisheries and Irrigation

2. AIDS/HIV/STD

3. Community Development(sub-divided into groups as needed)

4. Disaster Preparedness and Relief

5. Education:  Pre-School, Primary

6. Education:  Secondary, Vocational

7. Education:  University, Graduate Work, Research, Exchanges,

Distance

8. Education: Foreign Language Teaching

9. Environment, Ecology Restoration

10. Fostering Entrepreneurship

11. Health: Primary Health Care and Reproductive Health

12. Integrated Rural Development

13. Labor, Working conditions

14. Land: Pressures of Population and Legal Issues

15. Legacies: Landmines, UXO, Agent Orange

16. Micro-credit, Economic Development

17. Nutrition and Child Survival

18. Private Investment, Trade and Tourism

19. Process of developing funding proposals by national, provincial

and district government and private institutions to international

donors (including international NGOs).

20. Services for and with People with Disabilities

21. Social and Economic Development in Remote Areas

22. Trafficking of Women and Children

23. Women’s Organizations and Priorities

Deadline for registration and

visa application is May 19, 2001

By special arrangement with Korean Air Lines, Forum

participants will be able to obtain round trip tickets to Bangkok

for the following costs from these and nearby departure points:

New York:  $1140; California, $860; Chicago, $1065; Atlanta,

Dallas, $1100.  Further information in registration packet.

Tapes available of the 9th annual

conference of the Forum on

Cambodia, Laos and Vietnam

Videotapes of the conference proceedings are available. Each
tape is 6 hours  and costs $20 (including US shipping). Tapes of
only one of the plenary or panel discussions (2 hours each) listed
below are also available for $10 each.

Tape One: Cambodia, Laos and Vietnam

Country  Plenaries

Tape Two: Non Country Plenaries
Opening Plenary, Lessons for transitional economies from

the Asian economic crisis

Plenary: Cooperation between international nonprofit

organizations and host government

Closing plenary: Headlines from sectoral groups and

closing comments by the H.E. Lu Lay Sreng (Minister of

Information) - Cambodia and H.E. Sok An (Minister

Council of Ministers)- Cambodia, Executive Vice President

Vu Xuan Hong - Vietnam and Vice Minister Khempheng

Pholsena - Laos

Tape Three: Day One Panel Discussions
a) Integrating multilateral and bilateral development

agencies, foundations, nonprofit organizations and grass

roots organizations into national plans

b) International private business as a motor for develop-

ment, source of philanthropic funds, and setter or subverter

of labor standards

c) Grassroots organizations and their role in meeting

development needs

Tape Four: Day Two Panel Discussions
a) Addressing social evils at the grassroots: prostitution,

trafficking of women and children, and drug addiction

b) Water resource development: economic, environmental

and resettlement issues

c) The challenge of maintaining a system of primary and

preventative health care in the provinces

Tape Five: Day Three Panel Discussions
a) Developing curriculum to meet new national needs

b) Food security and growth, modernizing agriculture and

overcoming poverty

c) Grass roots efforts to address legacies of the war:

landmines, UXO, birth defects and weapons proliferation.
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C U B A

Free Medical School Tuition for

Underprivileged Americans

In what is being seen as either humanitarian aid or a propaganda

campaign, depending on which slant one chooses, Cuba is offering

500 American students free medical school tuition.  The only

catch is that all must be from low-income backgrounds, half the

students must be African-American, the other half  Hispanic and

Native American.

In a meeting last year between Fidel Castro and members of the

Congressional Black Caucus, the idea was launched as a way to

help both parties.  Since Cuba has twice as many doctors per

capita as the United States, it has the resources to spare.  On the

other hand blacks and hispanics are grossly underrepresented in

US medical schools.

Eligible students must be between 18 and 25 years, hold a high

school diploma, and pass physical and academic exams.  The six

year program includes a six month pre-med program to bring

students up to speed in sciences, and a twelve week intensive

Spanish program if needed.

The program is housed at the Latin American School of Medicine,

which currently has 3,432 students enrolled from 23 countries in

Latin America, the Caribbean and Africa.

In Cuba healthcare is universal and free.  In the 41 years since

Fidel Castro came to power, the number of Cuban doctors has

risen from 3000 to over 60,000 today, according to Cuban

officials. Along with this increase has been a lowering of child

mortality rates to below that of most US cities.

There is concern that the credentials earned by students in Cuba

would not be accepted in American institutions. “We would hope

these doctors would be treated like any other doctors from another

country,” said Rep. Jose Serrano, D-NY  “We aren’t asking

anything special be done for them. If they have to pass extra tests

to practice here, fine. We just wouldn’t want them to be denied

because of politics.”

For more information, contact the Interreligious Foundation for

Community Organization, 402 W 145th Street, New York,

NY10031 phone (212) 926-5757  fax (212) 926-5842  email:

ifco@igc.org,  web: www.ifconews.org/medschool.html

CUBA

Humanitarian Aid to Cuba

One way to battle the complex regulations concerning travel for

US citizens to Cuba is to bring humanitarian aid.  The Society

Mobile-La Habana recently took a trip to Cuba which required,

to fulfill US Treasury Department regulations, that each member

bring 24 pounds worth of medical supplies as one of their pieces

of luggage.   This method of jumping the regulation hoops seems

to have the dual advantage of allowing more Americans to visit

and to bring much needed medical supplies to Cuba.  Despite the

fact that Cuba has twice as many doctors per capita as the US and

infant mortality rates on par with the US, the Cuban government

has a difficult time obtaining medicines and equipment both

because of legal roadblocks and the lack of funds.

For more information on the Society Mobile-La Habana, contact

Jill Shinault at jashinault@aol.com

Cuba Stays Independent of FTAA

This April 20, 34 Heads of State, from every country in the

Americas except Cuba, will be in Québec City to sign an

agreement forming the Free Trade Area of the Americas (FTAA).

This will extend NAFTA to include all of Central and South

America and the Caribbean, creating the largest free trade zone

in the world.

In expectation of a large display of protest at the meeting in Québec

City, Canadian authorities are mounting the largest security effort

in Canadian history.  At recent protests in Seattle, Washington

DC, and Prague at World Bank and WTO meetings protestors

likened free trade to the creation of larger multi-nation

governments, with less accountabilty to citizens than to economic

interests.

Cuba will not be at the table.  Fidel Castro has spoken out against

free trade agreements, saying that such contracts sacrifice the

soverignty of nations to that of corporations.

FRD Is Going to Cuba

A delegation sponsored by the World Affairs Council of Long

Island and  by FRD, will be visiting Cuba from the 14th to the 24th

of April with the help of Global Exchange.  The group will visit

many cultural and economic sites, with an emphasis on diplomatic

relations and potential international non-governmental work.  A

similar visit will be organized for late November.  Contact

uscuba@igc.org or call 212-367-4270 for details.
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Letter to President and Congress (continued from front page)

Lissa Weinmann, Executive Director of Americans for Humanitarian Trade with Cuba (AHTC), coordinated the letter to the Bush

Administration. AHTC, formed in January 1998, focuses on ending the inhumane US food and medical embargo on Cuba. The fully

bipartisan national coalition has grown to include 26 State Councils representing  religious, agricultural, labor, business, medical,

entertainment, and Cuban American communities as well as former government leaders. Visit their web site at www.ahtc.org for a full

copy of the letter to the Administration, the Gulf Ports Association resolution and other information about the coalition.  Among the

signatories are:

American Soybean Association

American Farm Bureau Federation

Archer Daniels Midland Company

Center for International Policy

Cuban American Alliance of the U.S.

Cuban American Women of the U.S.

Iowa Corn Growers Association

Farmland Industries, Inc.

Grocery Manufacturers of America

Medical Device Manufacturers Association

Mississippi Black Farmers and Agriculturists

Mobile-Havana Sister Cities Association

National Chicken Council

National Corn Growers Association

National Council of Churches of Christ USA

National Grange

National Oilseed Processors Association

National Pork Producers Council

National Sunflower Association

Port of Freeport, Texas

Port of Greater Baton Rouge, Louisiana

Port of Lake Charles, LA

Rice Millers’ Association

Texas Farm Bureau

Texas Ports Association

The Fertilizer Institute

USA Poultry & Egg Export Council

US-Cuba Sister Cities Association

US Grains Council

US Rice Producers’ Group

US Wheat Associates

Wheat Export Trade and Education Committee (WETEC)

Americans For Humanitarian Trade With Cuba Advisory Council Signees:

Carla Anderson Hills, Chairman & CEO Hills & Company, Former US Trade

Representative, President Bush

Dwayne Andreas, Chairman Archer Daniels Midland Company

Phil Baum, Executive Director American Jewish Congress

Lloyd M Bentsen, Jr. Former Treasury Secretary President under Clinton, Former

US Senator, Texas

Reginald K. Brack, Jr. Chairman Emeritus, Time Inc.

Anne Tyler Calabresi, Co-Founder Learning, Education, and Athletics in  Partnership

(LEAP)

Dr. Joan Brown, Campbell Director of Religion, Chautauqua Institution, Former

General Secretary National Council of Churches

Frank C. Carlucci, Chairman The Carlyle Group Former NSC Chief, President

Reagan

A.W. Clausen, Chairman and CEO (retired) BankAmerica Corporation, also Former

President World Bank

Francis Ford Coppola, Producer / Director

Richard E. Feinberg, Director APEC Study Center University of California, Former

NSC Chief for Latin America, President Clinton

Craig L. Fuller, Former Chief of Staff, Vice President Bush [AHTC Co-Chair]

Sam M. Gibbons, Former 34-year Florida Congressman, Chairman Ways and Means

Committee [AHTC Co-Chair]

Larry Gold, PhD, Chairman and CEO SomaLogic, Inc.

Mark O. Hatfield, Former US Senator, Oregon Chairman Appropriations Committee

Grazell Howard, Coalition of 100 Black Women

David G. Kay, Vice President General Manager Latin America / Caribbean,

American Rice, Inc,

Rev. Clifton Kirkpatrick, Stated Clerk Presbyterian Church (USA)

Dr. Paul McCleary, President, For Children, Inc.

Bob Odom, Commissioner, Louisiana Department of Agriculture

Mario J. Paredes, Executive Director NE Hispanic Catholic Center

George Sturgis Pillsbury, Chairman Sargent Management Company

A.J. Pete Reixach, Director Port of Freeport, Texas

Julius B. Richmond, M.D. Professor of Health Policy Harvard Medical School

Former US Surgeon General

Dennis Rivera, President 1199, National Health & Human Service Employees

Union

David Rockefeller, Chairman, Rockefeller Center Properties, Inc. Trust

James Rodney Schlesinger, Senior Advisor Lehman Brothers Former CIA

Director, President Nixon Defense Secretary, President Ford

Kurt L. Schmoke, Former Mayor Baltimore, Maryland

General John J. Sheehan (retired), Former Supreme Allied Commander,

Atlantic (NATO)

Sargent Shriver, Chairman of the Board Special Olympics International,

Founding Director of the Peace Corps

Oliver Stone, Producer / Director

Paul A. Volcker, Former Chairman Federal Reserve Board

Malcolm Wallop, Former U.S. Senator, Wyoming

John Whitehead, Chairman Federal Reserve Bank of New York, Former

Deputy Secretary of State

Silvia Wilhelm, Puentes Cubanos, Miami, FL

Jim Winkler, General Secretary United Methodist Church, General Board of

Church and Society

Alliance For Responsible Cuba Policy Board of Directors Signees:

Hon. Beryl F. Anthony, Jr. Partner, Winston & Strawn US House of

Representatives (1978-1992)

Hon. Jack W. Buechner, Partner, Manatt, Phelps & Phillips, LLP US House

of Representatives (1986-1992)

Hon. Arnold I. Burns, Managing Director, Arnhold and S. Bleichroeder, Inc,

Deputy Attorney General of the U.S. (1986-1992)

Hon. Rod Chandler, President, R. Duffy Wall & Associates US House of

Representatives (1983-1992)

Hon. Dennis DeConcini, Parry, Romani and DeConcini, Inc. US Senate (1977-

1995)

Albert A. Fox Jr. Executive Director, ARCP

Hon. Fred Grandy, President and CEO Goodwill Industries International.,

Inc. Former US Representative from Iowa

J. Paul McNamara, President, Sequoia National Bank Washington DC

Hon. Bruce A. Morrison, Vice Chairman, GPC International US House of

Representatives (1983-1991)

Ed Rabel, Senior Vice President, Weber McGinn Communications, Veteran

NBC and CBS Journalist

Hon. John Ray, Partner, Manatt Phelps & Phillips, LLP, District of Columbia

City Council (1979 - 1997)

Hon. Walter J. Stewart Griffin, Johnson, Dover & Stewart, Former Secretary

of the US Senate (1987-1994)

Hon. Alexander B. Trowbridge, President, Trowbridge Partners Inc. Former

Secretary of Commerce (1966-1968), Former President National Assn.

Of Manufacturers (1980-1990)

Contact AHTC at www.ahtc.org, and lwienmann@ahtc.org.
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In response to a devastating economic crisis in Cuba, Oxfam America began in 1995 pilot initiatives for Cuban farmers to

produce more food for domestic consumption. Since then Oxfam’s program has become more comprehensive -- supporting

organic production strategies, strengthening credit and service cooperatives and helping farmers take advantage of  market

opportunities.

Oxfam America works closely with the National Association of Small  Producers with agricultural projects in the provinces

of Havana,  Cienfuegos, Ciego de Avila, Sancti Spiritu, and Guantanamo. We also support community-based rehabilitation

efforts in Havana through the  Martin Luther King Center and the Cuban Council of Churches. The urban agriculture

movement has been particularly successful with urban growers producing more than half of all the fresh produce consumed

in Cuba.

Over the past five years, Oxfam America has witnessed a remarkable turnaround — though far from complete — of Cuban

agriculture primarily led by small farmers, agricultural cooperatives and urban growers. By promoting Cuban farmers’

exchanges with Central American and U.S. small farmers, Oxfam has seen that some of the lessons learned in Cuba, for

example in “green” pest control practices, can be successfully applied elsewhere.

Oxfam America also advocates for policy change. U.S. sanctions have succeeded only in hurting the people of Cuba.

Oxfam America has urged U.S. authorities to lift the embargo on food and medicine sales to Cuba, to eliminate the

restrictions on humanitarian aid to Cuba and to allow U.S. citizens to visit Cuba.

Cuba Program Officer: Minor Sinclair

 26 West Street, Boston MA 02111

Telephone: 617-728-2503

 Fax: 617-728-2595

e-mail: msinclair@oxfamamerica.org

Website: www.oxfamamerica.org

Cuba

Program

CUBA

Belafonte Gives Concert for

Center for Cuban Studies

Harry Belafonte, along with a seven piece band and four guests,

donated an evening’s performance at Lincoln Center’s Avery

Fisher Hall in New York City on March 26, to benefit the Center

for Cuban Studies.  The evening was hosted by actor Danny

Glover, and included both old favorites (Day-O and Matilda) and

surprises, such as Odetta and Richard Bono, contemporary

Cameroonian singer and guitarist.   The house was packed and

almost as enthusiastic for Belafonte’s words

concerning the faulty logic of the Cuban

embargo as for his music.

The Center for Cuban Studies is located in New

York City and houses a gallery of contemporary

Cuban art. It sponsors  trips to Cuba and

publishes the quarterly Cuba Update.

The Center sends many trips each year to Cuba.

The remaining scheduled trips for 2001 are

listed below.  The cost of each trip is

approximately $2000 from New York.

Specialty Trips

May 18 - May 26 — Universal Health Care System

June 8 - June 16 — Politics & Economics

July 13 - July 28 — African Roots of Cuban Culture

September 14 - September 22 — Rosh Hashana Trip

October 12 - October 20 — Socialist Legality

November 9 - November 17 — Cuban Music & Dance

December 4 - December 15 — Hanukkah in Havana

December (dates uncertain) — Havana Film Festival

December 28, 2001 - January 5, 2002 —New Year Trip

Cuba Update Trips

May 4 - 12

June 15 - 23

July 6 - 14

August 10 - 18

September 21 - 29

October 19 - 27

November 23 - December 1

The Center for Cuban Studies is at 124 West 23rd St.,

New York, NY 10011, phone (212) 242-0559,

www.cubanartspace.net, www.cubaupdate.org.
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Pastors for Peace Sponsors

 Friendshipment #12
From June 16 to July 12, the Pastors for Peace Interreligious

Foundation for Community Organization will take its twelfth

caravan through the US blockade to bring aid to Cuba.

Educational materials, sports equipment, ambulances, school

buses, computers, medical equipment and medicines will be

brought to Cuban locations including the Latin American School

of Medicine which, without tuition, hosts students from all over

Latin America and Africa.

On principle, Pastors for Peace does not apply for a US Treasury

Department License to travel to Cuba or to bring aid.  For the

first time the caravan will attempt a new reverse-challenge of the

embargo, bringing aid from Cuba to the US.

The caravan will travel through the US and Canada, arriving in

Texas on the 29th of June.  After crossing into Mexico, aid materials

will be loaded on a boat in Tampico.  The caravan will be in

Cuba from the 4th to the 11th of July, before returning to the US.

Pastors for Peace has organized eleven similar caravans in the

past, including one last November, which FRD’s Zachary Berman

joined for the Solidarity Conference (Interchange Dec 2000).

Caravans are also organized to bring aid to Central America.

This Friendshipment will honor Cuba’s achievements in energy

and transportation alternatives.  Because Cuba has been selected

by the United Nations to host World Environment Day in 2001,

the trip will visit innovative projects throughout Cuba connected

to this theme.

Applications are now available.  The deadline for scholarships is

May 21, and for completed applications with deposit, June 1.

Contact:  IFCO/Pastors for Peace, 402 W 145th St, New York,

NY 10031 phone: (212) 926-5757; fax: (212) 926-5842

email: ifco@igc.org

 web: http://www.ifconews.org

At this rate, with these models of consumerism which

lead to the destruction of the natural means of life, of the

atmosphere, to shortages and pollution of drinking water

and of the seas, to climatic changes, natural disasters, to

poverty, to deeper and widening gaps within countries

and between countries, you can state with mathematical

precision that the social and economic order which exists

in the world today is unsustainable.

-Dr. Fidel Castro, at Riverside Church in New York City,

Sept 8, 2000 (full text available from FRD)

Religious and Social

 Processes Conference

The third International Socioreligious Studies Meeting, entitled

Religious and Social Processes Under the Conditions of the New

Century, will be held July 3-6 in Havana.

The meeting will be sponsored by the Socioreligious Studies

Department of the Center for Psychological and  Sociological

Research (CIPS), with the co-sponsorship of the Study Center of

the Council of Churches of Cuba (CE-CIC), the Martin Luther

King Jr. Memorial Center. (CMMLK), the Christian Center for

Reflection and Dialogue (CCRD), the Yoruba Cultural Society

of Cuba, the Commission for Studies of the History of the Latin-

American Church (CEHILA-Cuba), the “Oscar Arnulfo Romero”

Reflection and Solidarity Group, and the Center for American

Studies (CEA).

Themes to be addressed include Religion and globalization;

Religion and cultural identity; Place of religion in the construction

of utopias; Economic order and religion; Religion, gender, race

and ethnic groups; Religious identity; Ethical religious

propositions; The so-called new religious movements;  Modernity,

rationalism, secularization and religion; New theoretical

approaches to the theory of secularization; Popular religiosity

and people’s expectations; Popular religious pilgrimages; Faith

and politics in the face of social change needs;  Jubilee and the

foreign debt; Value of myths in a technological world; Ecology

and religion; and New theoretical problems in the study of religion.

Within the framework of the meeting, a workshop will be held to

discuss the relation between religion and emigration, in particular,

the preservation or change of cultural identity under the conditions

of emigration and the role of religion and religious organization

in that context. This Workshop is also co-sponsored by the Center

for Study of Political Alternatives (CEAP), of the University of

Havana, and by the Program for Analysis of Religion among

Latinos (PARAL), New York.

The deadline for registration and submission of paper proposals

was April 1.  Inquiries about late registration should be made to

Dr. Jorge Ramírez Calzadilla, Presidente Comité Organizador,

Tercer Encuentro Internacional de Estudios Sociorreligiosos,

Calle B No. 352 esquina a calle 15, Vedado. Ciudad de La

Habana, La Habana 10400, Cuba; Telfs: (537 )31-3610 y 3-366

Fax: (537) 33-4327.  E.mail: cips@ceniai.inf.cu

Castro Nominated

for Nobel Peace Prize
Fidel Castro has been nominated for the Nobel Peace Prize for

his work on behalf of developing nations.   Hallgeir Langeland, a

Norwegian politician, said Castro deserved recognition for

sending doctors, engineers and aid workers to developing nations

despite the hardships of US sanctions imposed on Cuba.
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INTERNET

Vietnam Jazz Project

www.crsd.org

Joint venture between the Hanoi Conservatory of Music and the

Council Rock School District to create a “fusion” composition

combining American Jazz structure with Asian tonalities.

Resources

RESOURCES

English Teachers

Mennonite Central Committee is looking for 1 or 2 EFL teachers

at An Giang University in Vietnam’s Mekong Delta.  Duties

include designing curricula and teaching.  All MCC workers

are expected to exhibit a commitment to a personal Christian

faith and discipleship; active church membership; and nonviolent

peacemaking. Experience in teaching EFL desirable.

Contact Jan Siemens: jds@mcc.org

Managing Editor of Interchange, volunteer or part-time.

See p.2 for contact information.

SCHOLARSHIPS/

POSITIONS OPEN

Summer  Semester

  Faculty Opportunity
With International Voluntary Services

The International Voluntary Services (IVS) volunteer

program is a flexible project designed to fit the needs of host

institutions and volunteers. It is expected that most

assignments will be short-term, in most cases two to six

months, thus fitting  individuals who can serve only for

relatively short periods of time.

The program is based on self-financed volunteers. It sends

experienced Americans on targeted projects and is open to

those with relevant professional or technical skills and

language competence appropriate to the placement.  IVS is

currently looking for volunteers who are willing to serve in

any of a variety of projects in Southeast Asia including health

care and English teaching in Thailand, artifact preservation

and monument restoration in Cambodia, and English teaching

in Vietnam’s Mekong Delta region near the city of Can Tho.

Volunteers must be able to finance their service themselves

although the payment to IVS, a 501(c) (3) not-for-profit

corporation, is tax-deductible. Program costs will vary

according to location and length of service. We expect the

cost of two months in Southeast Asia to be approximately

$2500. These costs will cover transportation, overseas

medical insurance, visas, and an IVS administrative fee.

Contact: Anne Shirk, Executive Director, 1625 K Street, NW

Suite 102, Washington DC 20006.  Tel: 202-387-5533.  Fax:

202-387-429.  Email: ivs.inc@erols.com

Freeman Foundation Supports Study

in Cambodia, Laos and Vietnam

With substantial support from the Freeman Foundation, there are

new opportunities for American undergraduates wishing to study

in Indochina.

The School for International Training has grants for those wishing

to participate in its long standing program in Vietnam which

includes an independent field project and promotion of

intercultural understanding and cooperation.  Deadline for Fall

semester is April 15, for Spring, August 15.  www.sit.edu, (888)

272-7881

The Institute of International Education is administering grants

for study in all three countries in any format approved by the

applicant’s study abroad advisor, including independent study,

work-study, and programs wholly under the auspices of host

country institutions.  Deadlines for applications (required from

both student and study abroad advisors): Spring semester

November 1, Summer-March 1, and Fall-April 1.  www.iie.org/

Freeman-ASIA.  Freeman-Asia@iie.org.

Fellowships for Vietnamese Graduate Students

Vietnam is one of seven countries to be included in the first year

of a new International Fellowships Program of the Ford

Foundation.  Grants for Vietnamese citizens cover three years of

Masters or PhD study anywhere in the world. Fellows are chosen

on the basis of their leadership potential and commitment to

community or national service as well as for academic excellence.

IFP support will enable Fellows to undertake language study and

training in research and computer skills prior to graduate school

enrollment.

General information is available at http://www.fordfound.org/.

For applications contact Center for Educational Exchange with

Vietnam (CEEVN), Suite 602 Sao Bac Building, 4 Pho Da Tuong,

Hanoi, Vietnam  edex@netnam.org.vn
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If you would like to be included in our Resources section, please email information to milhaupt@mindspring.com.

RESOURCES

The 3rd Annual Meeting for the Vietnamese-North

American University Professors (VNAUP) Network

San Jose State University

San Jose, California

July 5 - 6, 2001

Contact: Professor Ngo Dinh Thinh (Sacramento California

State University) at ngothinh@csus.edu or  Professor Vo Van

Toi  (Tufts University, Medford, Massachusetts) at

vanvo@eecs.tufts.edu.

Three-Week Study in Hue University with the Joiner

Center

July 15 – August 9, 2001

Through formal and informal instruction, as well as numerous

field trips, students will gain a lively appreciation of the

culture, language, and politics of Vietnam.  Current trends and

recent developments will be examined in their historical

context.  A one-day intensive orientation meeting will be held

at University of Massachusetts, Boston prior to departure for

the three-week program in Hue.  At the end of the program,

students have two weeks to explore other parts of Vietnam on

their own.

Contact: Nguyen Ba Chung, William Joiner Center, UMass

Boston, 100 Morrissey Blvd., Boston, MA 02125-3393, Tel:

617-287-5850, Fax: 617-287-5855,  chung.nguyen@umb.edu

CONFERENCES/

STUDY TOURS

Vietnam: The Search for Peace in the Johnson Years

A Conference at the Johnson Library

April 20-22, 2001

Contact: Ted Gittinger, Director, Special Projects, LBJ Library

and Museum, 2313 Red River, Austin, TX 78705.  Phone 512-

916-5137 ext. 265.  tedg@lbjlib.utexas.edu

Vietnam: Beyond the Frontiers

May 11-12, 2001

University of California, Los Angeles

A forum to build relationships between Vietnamese and

Western scholars, Vietnamese and Vietnamese-American

Studies, graduate students and established scholars, and across

methodological boundaries.

Contact: Nhung Tuyet Tran at nhung6@ucla.edu

Vietnam: A Journey of Learning and Reconciliation with

Sage Colleges

May 24 – June 8, 2001

Sage College/SUNY

A second annual travel program led by Steven A. Leibo and

Edward Tick to Hanoi, Ho Chi Minh City as well as small

villages and country sites.

Contact: http://www.sage.edu/RSC/programs/globcomm/

division/activities/viettrip.html

Service Learning in Hanoi

May 23 – June 25, 2001

University of Buffalo/SUNY

One-month program that provides participants with a service

learning experience.  A month-long internship matches

participants with host organizations, agencies and companies

on the basis of their interest, skills, and language proficiency.

Participants will also enroll in “Vietnamese Society & Culture”

which will draw on material from lectures given by Vietnam

National University faculty.  Contact: Mark A. Ashwill,

Director, ashwill@acsu.buffalo.edu,  www.buffalo.edu/

studyabroad/

The Council on International Educational Exchange is

offering two faculty seminars this summer:

Contemporary Cuba

June 10-21, 2001

Cities visited: Havana and Santiago de Cuba

Tradition And Transformation In Vietnam

July 7-17, 2001

Cities visited: Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City

These International Faculty Development Seminars are

intensive overseas experiences for faculty and administrators,

designed to stimulate campus initiatives towards

internationalizing curricula. Participants explore up-to-date

international issues through lectures, site visits and academic

interchange with overseas colleagues.

Contact phone 212-822-2747 or 1-800-40-STUDY, e-mail

IFDS@CIEE.ORG, <www.ciee.org/ifds>.
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PS  From the Editor...

Three months into the Bush Administration, distressing signs are emerging that US foreign policy is charging into the ideological

wilderness.  Although President Bush during the campaign presented the refreshing image of a US which would be “humble”

about throwing its weight around, practice has been to the contrary.

Whether on relations with Europe, China, Russia, North and South Korea, or the Middle East, or on issues like family planning

and global warning, statements made and the positions taken by the new Administration tend toward the arrogant, as though

designed to show the world who’s in charge or that we just don’t care how others react.

Not surprisingly, given the way the Presidential election was settled in Florida, there seems little to hope for on the Cuba front

from this White House.  Regulations implementing even last summer’s imperfect food and medicine legislation have yet to be

issued, prompting the very impressive outpouring of sentiment reported on page 1.  Despite the fact that the Treasury Department

is led by Paul O’Neill, a broadly respected business leader who is presumed to share corporate America’s disdain for unilateral

embargoes, activists fear that officials responsible for implementing licensing procedures for travel and humanitarian aid are

taking a more restrictive line.

The disaster looming on the horizon is the naming of Otto Reich to be Assistant Secretary of State for Latin America.   Reich is a

Cuban American with close ties to the most conservative opponents of any relaxation of US policy toward Havana.  His confirmation

will be actively opposed in the Senate, in part because of his significant role in the Reagan Administration’s Iran-Contra scandal.

(Work against the Reich nominations is being coordinated by the Center for International Policy, 202-232-3317, www.ciponline,

with extensive doccumentation available from the National Security Archive,  http://www.gwu.edu/~nsarchiv)

Strikingly, the anticipated Assistant Secretary nominee for Asia, Jim Kelly, has received positive comment from those who know

him and respect his professional performance.  The most immediate Indochina test for the Administration is how it handles the

Bilateral Trade Agreement (BTA) with Vietnam.  On the record, everything seems in order.  The new US Trade Representative

Robert Zoellick testified that the BTA negotiated and signed by the Clinton Administration would continue to receive support.

Some were concerned when Zoellick suggested bundling consideration of Vietnam and Jordan trade agreements with Fast Track

negotiating authority for the President.  His motive seems to have been to advance Fast Track rather than to derail the BTA, and

he appears to have backed away from the idea.

Nevertheless, it would be surprising if conservatives in the Bush Administration did not seek to undermine passage of BTA.  They

have allies in Congress who are exploiting conflicts in the Central Highlands and religiously linked issues to challenge approval.

Additional complications are created by liberals seeking to impose conditions related to labor, human rights and environment.

Honest disagreements can be expressed about Vietnamese policies in all these areas, but similar or greater problems exist in other

countries with which the US has active trade agreements.

The strategy of opponents may be to add labor and environmental provisions to a separate textile agreement and to delay

consideration of the BTA until that has been adopted. Ironically, Vietnam has its own concerns and regulations (in the context of

the realities of regional free market pressures) to assure decent working conditions, prevent child labor, protect the environment,

etc. The real issue may be the AFL-CIO’s insistence that only western style “free” trade unions are legitimate, despite the strong

workers’ advocacy record of Vietnam’s Federation of Labor.  [Background documents and news stories are available on the US-

Vietnam Trade Council’s excellent web site: www.usvtc.org]

The bottom line is that Congressional failure to ratify already signed agreements for normal trade relations with Vietnam and Laos

(concluded over three years ago), can be justifiably interpreted as acts of discrimination that bear an odor of post-war vindictiveness.

NGOs, universities and foundations working with these countries may consider trade agreements to be outside their normal

purview. However, Congressional failure to approve the BTA can have considerable negative impact on bilateral relationships,

both official and unofficial.

Separate or joint letters from American NGOs and universities based on their direct experience in Vietnam (see page 14) can have

an impact on Congress because we are independent, knowledgeable and have no economic self-interest. Moreover, the only

NGOs Congress normally hears from are groups opposed to the BTA.                           —John McAuliff
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